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to the mansion. The pine-trees on either side them every spring time went on the new birth still. Ob, it was worth living and worth dying lip ; pride sat serene and regnant on her smooth,
brow. She was tall and faultlessly formed.—
of the way weronot many years old when I saw of nature; the wonderous spring time miracles for—I know my mother thought so.’
I remembered afterward a thought which Her skin was marble white, save where, in tbe
them last, but they had grown so tall now that of earth’s resurrection, typical of the mortal
My great-uncle, Mr. Gerard Sunderland, was their branches met over my head, and, looking putting on immortality—Nature’s own seal to came to me then—a wonder as to bow she cheek, a faint dash of crimson broke up through
dead; and I his heir, Gerard Sunderland the Sec up through their greenery, they seemed to lift the divine promise, ‘ Thy dead shall live again.’ would love—this young girl, so shy, so tender it, cold, yet clear as a winter’s sunrise. Her
ond, had just stepped upon the cars to go and their odorous boughs almost to the sky. The
It seemed that, despito these many sorrows, yet, it seemed to me so faithful. I remember long thick hair was of a pale gold color. It
take possession of his estate in Woolwich, a drive itself flushed white, as if strown with the fair Amy web very happy in her husband.— thinking how blessed the man would be who was folded back from her forehead in heavy
pleasant little village not lar from the Connecti snowy, glittering shells in the summer sunshine. Nor was her 'middle age left desolate. The should wiu her pure heart, but 1 never thought waves, and wound about her small, erect head
cut River. He bad been a strange man, in many The grass was fresh and green, with the long youngest of all her children, her daughter of seeking this love, of which I believed her like a coronal. Her eyes were blue and bril
respects, this dead great-uncle of mine. In his afternoon shadows trailing over it. Soon I Rachel, was spared to her; was growing up by nature capable, for the crown o f my own life. liant, but there was no warmth in them. Her
early youth he was a diligent student, a man of turned a corner, and there before me was the her mother’s side, with her mother’s gentle
That was a long bright summer. I had come dress suited her. It was a robe of some costly
rare genius, devoting himself only to study^He house which the tr4fes had till now concealed—a voice, and eyes which were Amy’s own.
to Woolwich weary of the world, of lashion, of laco, floating cloudlikeover azure satin. Rachel
had travelled over many lands, and came back stately, old fashioned mansion, with an upright
The last page of all was stained with that business, of care. I had found there, rest, Deane mayhave been lovelier, but this Anastasia
with much learning, a polished, stately gentle three-story centre, and long rambling wings on stain which from heart or paper can never be leasant companionship, quiet. I was satisfied. St. John was tho most beautiful woman I ever
man. He was over thirty when he fell in love. each side. Around these wings, whose windows effaced—a strong man’s tears. Amy was dead. had hardly perceived that autumn was tint saw.
I use advisedly this hackneyed expression. It opened to the ground, were pleasant varandas. The grave had closed upon that hair, still brown ing tbe forest trees, ripening the fruit in the or
There was a kind of empressement in my sis
was with him a desperate, unthinking plunge. A handsome flight of stone steps led up to the and shining—that smile which bad never grown chard, the grain upon the bill, and sending ter’s tones as Bhe introduced us, which convinc
He staked his all upon one throw. With such principal front entrance. The whole place was old to bis loving eyes. She had never been his, forth its lawless winds to gather up the spoil of ed me that my name was not unknown to this
a nature as his, there could he no calling back tasteful, well-appointed, beautifully kept, with and yet, now she was gone, a light, a music, a summer. I was too happy to heed the flight of cold goddess, but her manner was careless, and
the heart—no after growth of tenderness.
a kind of hospitable face, which roused in me a glory had been swept forever from earth and time. Rachel and Rachel’s father were enough yet polished as glittering steel.
He loved, as such men ofteoest do, a woman certain pride and joy of ownership, for which I life. Happy Everhard Deane ! He has a right of society ; Mrs. Tabitha managed my house
From that night I had an interest in New
remarkable for nothing beyond her peers, and reproached myself the moment alter,
to plant roses over her grave—a right to mourn keeping concerns admirably and I was content. York, 1 had coolly made up my mind to marry
yet he made of her a goddess. She was sweet
Miss
St. John, if I could win her. There was
But
the
Bpell
was
broken
one
fine
morning
in
1 would have pushed upon the door and gone her—a blessed heritage for all bis lifetime in
and blithsome rather than very beautiful. She in, but it was fastened, anil I was obliged to the memory that that dainty form has thrilled late October, by the receipt of a letter from my an intense excitement, a keen zest, in trying to
had little fondness for study. She would rath have recourse to a ponderous silver knocker in in his clasping arms ; that those brown tresses only sister Flora. She was two years younger conquer this cold indifference, this haughty
er gather roses than read poems ; and made pies the shape of a lion’s head. The old bousekeep have bathed his bosom with their silken length; than I, and yet, for seven years she had been calmness. That winter was to me like a IoDg
ofteuer than periods. She was very young,too, r of eighteen yean before came to the door. I those lips pressed upon his their first kisses— Mrs. Maxwell Grafton.
game of chess. Warily, carelully I planned
scarcely hall his own age ; and yet, to his fancy had sundry grateful recolleotions of delicious uttered for him their last prayer. The grave
She was a brilliant and tashionable woman, every movo. Self-eomplacently I said, “ I am
she was the one stately and most perfect lady, little pies and cakes with which she had surflted has closed over her. It wanted but this to but a good sister notwithsanding, and, as the playing well.’
whom no woman could ever equal, whose name my boyhood. I was so glad to see her kindly make Uncle Gerard's lone life lonelier. It was world goes, u devoted wife. Ic bad never ocased
In this subtle trial of strength Woolwich
no man’s voice must ever utter without homage. face again. She had not changed much. Her something to see her—to watch, on Sundays to be a mystery how little Flora, the pet of my was well nigh forgotten. Sometimes I saw
He approached her, I have been told, witn a figure was hale and buxom as ever, though years and Saints days, for a chance gleam of her Nad boyish days, could ever have matured into this
reverent humility very wonderful in his proud had certainly frosted her hair whieh used tu be and tender smile, or the tremulous music of her dtately matron, so unlike my gentle, retiring in my dreams a gray rectory; a saintly girl
with calm, holy eyes silting alone in the
nature ; aud perhaps that kind of wooing was thick and black. I extended my hand :
voice joining in prayer and psalm. Nuw he has mother , and a stranger mystery still, how Bhe, shadows; an old man, looking out toward
not the one best suited to enhcain her wayward
watched and listened for the last time—Amy is younger than myself, and a woman, bad ever
* How do you do, Mrs. Tabitha ?’
fancy. At nil events his love was not returned,
She did not answer me at first; she seemed dead! Happy Everhard Deane! He was be acquired so much mastery over me, an indepen heaven. B ut in the daytime my whole
and oefore many months pretty Amy Mansfield, tiying to recollect me. Her face wore a puzzled loved—therefore, fur him, all the beauty and dent bachelor. The solution of this last half of thought centered in this stately maid of iee
with her sweet brown eyes, and Her honnie hair, expression which presently cleared up.
glory of life are immortal. Beyond the grave the riddle lay, 1 suspect, in three words, strength — this Mrs. Gerald Sunderland that was to
became Mistress Amy Deane.
he can claim his bride, young and fair again in u f will.
* Belike you’ll he our young muster ?’
be. And yet I was forced to acknowledge
After this my uncle Gerard shunned the world
I remember wondering, as I broke the seal of to myself that I made but little progress.—
heaven. For him fund arms are waiting—for
* The same.’
He setled at Woolwich where his ladylove con
‘ Well, I ’m sure we'll be heartily glad to see him one heart beats lonely, even in the light of her stylish looking letter, what she had marked I was much in Miss St. John’s society.—
tinued to reside ; and though his stately house you, Sir, only if you'd just sent word you was that day which hath no end, with longings for out for me to do ; feeling a half-vexed conscious
and pleasant ground were the finest in the whole coming, we’d been all ready for you, and Mike his coming : but for Gerard Sunderland there ness that I should obey her, tho’ the purport of Her mother was an invalid, and my sister
country—though he was the best ol neighbors, would have gone alter you with a carriage.’
must be solitude—so whispers his despairing her missive should he to dispatch me to the was her chaperon to balls, and drives, and
and his early grapes and ripe peaches were free
North Pole. Low be it spoken, I have a horror operas. She accepted my attentions, or
I suppose it always remained a mystery to heart—even in heaven.
ly sent to every unfortunate sufferer who chanced the good old lady why 1 should have preferred
After this page all the leaves were blank.— of arguing with a woman. They will talk so rather she endured them without seeming to
to fall sick in their season of bearing, he yet walking quietly over the road to my possessions, With this record of sorrow, the journal of fast, they have such a feminine gift for making scarcely be aware of them. She wore my
avoided all society, lie lived alone, with a rather than coming to them with due honors, Uncle Gerard's life came to a full stop. There the worse appear the better reason, that I would
housekeeper as reserved as himself, a maid-of- drawn in state by uncle Gerard’s sleek gray was no date—I could not tell how long ago it far rather lay down my arms in despair than bouquets, played my music, read my new
books, and yet I grew no nearer to her.—
all work, and a gardener.
horses. However, I soon managed to put her had been written ; but I wondered if that had stand the shock of such a volley of words. I
My father, who was his favorite nephew, re on a right footing—to become the master instead not been his death stroke—if, after this great suspect Flora hud found out this weak point, and This piqued me, and I became more earnest
sided at that time in New Yoik, and was about of the visitor, and in due time I was quietly in sorrow, his life luid not begun to ebb
in the pursuit.
grown tyranincal on the strength of it.
marrying. He tried vainly to persuade his un stalled in my new home.
Lounging in my sister’s dressing-room one
The letter opened with an account of a bril
That night, while Mrs. Tabitha poured my
cle to remove to the city, or at least to settle
For the first day or two there was pleasure tea. I took occasion to inquire who was the liant summer. I hurrid over this, getting only morning, I said with assumed carelessness
near him. The invariable answer expressed a enough in rambling about the grounds, but the rector of Woolwich.
a vague and confused idea which rung through as I unwound a roll of ribbon,
quiet but resolute preference for Woolwich.— third day was rainy, and I shut myself up in
‘ Mr. Everhard Deane,’ was the reply. ‘ He’s my brain a dozen changes on such formidable
‘ I give you credit for good taste, Flora,
When I was born, two years after, my father my uncle’s study. The veiled picture hung getting an old man now, and since his wife died key-notes as * Saratoga,’ • Newport,’ * splendid
wrote again, begging him to come to my christ cherc still. 1 felt almost as if we were commit fie seems sadly broken; but we all like him, creature.’ ‘ pistols,’ * despair.’ I hurried on to but I don’t see what you think a man could
ening, and telling him I was to be called for ting sacrilege when I drew awuy tbe curtain, and as long as he Can say a prayer we would what more immediately concerned myself. 1 marry in Anastasia St. John. One wants a
him—Gerard Sunderland. I believe my moth but I had a strong desire to see how faithfully not change him away.’
was a sad provoking fellow to have buried my woman whose heart beats once in a while,
er, Heaven bless her tender heart! had selected my memory had reproduced it. It was the same
• How long since his wife died ?’ was my next self up all summer in Woolwich. So she just often enough to show its existence; but
a lovely young girl to Btand sponser by his side face that I had carried with me all these years, question The answer startled me.
thought; so Maxwell thought: so some one else Miss St. John ! I ’d as soon think of kissing
hoping, with her womanly tact, that so the lost only there was a look of self-abnegation about
‘ Just one year to a day before our dead mas thought, whose name I didn’t deserve to know.
Amy might be replaced, aud another smile make it, a look like a prayer which I had not remem ter. He never held up bis head after her death. However, if I would come at once to New York life into a statue !’
Flora came up to me, and deliberately
rainbows about his lonely life. But in reply bered. which I was puzzled to reconcile, at first, Some say that he took ic harder Chau her hus she would forgive me. I must come—that was
came the same quiet refusal to visit New York, with what I had been told of Amy Mansfield's band. Belike you have not heard the stury, but certain—I must be there io time for her great took the ribbon out of my profane fingers.
even for a day ; and the letter also stated that sunny, joyous nature, her disposition to take the master loved Mistress Deane when sho was party, which was coming off next week, the
*Three dollars a yard, Mr. Gerald Sun
he hud made his will, bequeathing to his infant everything at its best—to live in the present — Amy Mansfield. They say she was a pretty first of the season. She had a friend to show derland. I cannot have you spoil it. As
grand-nephew, Gerard Sunderland, all his prop My uncle must have painted her as she had girl and her eyes were wondrous sweet and me—one who was just my ideal—elegant, state for Anastasia, you don’t know her and I do.
erty.
seemed to his imagination. All the lofty traits bright, but nobody else saw such great thing ly, beautiful, and very rich. Yes, she knew
I had only seen him twice. Twice during my with which his fancy had dowered hei he had iu her as your uncle. She said Nay Co his suit. Anastasia St. John Would just suit me, but per She has got too much heart instead of too
early boyhood, I had been sent—rather with his brought out upon the canvas. But, even with Mr. Deane was a younger man, and he had her hups I wouldn’t suit her—she couldn’t tell. little—you may not be the one to discover
permission than by his request—to visit him at out that expression, which seemed the look of a heart. But it darkened all Mr. Sunderland’s Anastasia wasn’t a woman to be won without it, but it’s there. I f she does love it will
Woolwich. Once my parents wished—because pitying angel, she must have been very lovely. life. He always seemed to feel every trouble wooing. But there, she wus so busy, she had be worth winning.’
of my dear mother's health, which was then del I could imagine how a man might well have that came upon her as if it was his own, and wasted time enough on me, only I must come
I did not believe my sister at the time,
icate—to travel without the care which taking worshipped her, and asked her to be nothing when she died he never got over it.’
and yet her words led me to observe Miss
next Monday.
me would have involved ; the other time New that she was not. I looked at her a long time.
The next day was Sunday, and I went early
It never entered into my head to disappoint St. John more closely. I began to see that
York was visited by an epidemic, before which
I was not romantic. 1 had been engaged in to church, more anxious. I must confess, to see her. Perhaps tho promised introduction had
all fled who could. Business kept my lather in commerce, aud it had not been without its usual the husband and child of this dead Auiy than something to do with my ready obedience.— she was weary sometimes. More than once
the city ; aud my mother caring nothing for life hardening effect upon me. I must marry some to join in the service, which I had not then Anastasia St.John—I liked thestately name. I detected an expression in her fine eyes
unless he might share it, determined to remain time, 1 took that for granted. I was equally learned to love. This morning I saw Rachel Flora's dascription pleased me too. This was when they met mine, which said, just as
with him in the city ; while to ease her mother resolved thattho future Mrs. Gerard Sunderland Deane for the first time.
just the kind of woman I had always meant tu plainly as any words could have done,
heart of its anxiety, 1 was sent again to Wool- must be a lady of fortune and position, and yet
‘ 1 should like you for a friend, Mr. Sun
The rector seemed a quiet yet deep-feeling marry, and it was nearly time now—I had pass
wicb.
I could not help thinking, us I gazed upon the old man, bowed down by sorrow. There was ed my twenty-ninth birthday this very summer. derland, if you would content yourself with
Sitting in the cars, while the quiet village? picture, that 1 should like very much to have s onething singularly beautiful in his benign face I eommened my preparations for leaving home. out trying to be my lover. You do not de
through which we passed, the tail trees, and her eyes look at me like those eyes of bonny framed in silver hair, and in the pathos of his
That night—did I tell you it was Saturday ! deserve me because you do not understand
the very fences by the wayside, seemed to fly Amy Mansfield. And then I smiled at the low yet thrilling voice. His utterance charmed
went to bid Rachel good-by. I carried her me. 1 should gratify no part of your na
from us with lightning speed, I recalled those thought uf getting so enthu>iastic about a wo iny ear, it was so distinct aud musicul, despite a—1
few book' whioh sho bad o^prcQ-aod a wish to ture but your ambition.
two visits. I had travelled there by stage.— man who must be old and gray now. even if she the tremulousness it had caught from ege and read, and offered her the use ol my library dur
The journey had been a very fatiguing one, last were still living. And here a curiosity—I wish sorrow. But I did not hear bis sermon. I Was ing my absence. Was I mistaken ? It seemed
B ut after a time I ceased to perceive this
ing from the gray of the early morning until ten 1 could dignify it by a worthier name—took pos too much absorbed in looking at the saintly face to me that a look of pain crossed her face when expression. I began to believe that I loved
at night.
session of me to learn her after late. All I had which was uplifted towards nim Irom the min I spoke of leaving Woolwich. I even thought her ; that that marble face, the clear blue of
My welcome had been kind but grave ; and ' heard was that she beeamo Amy Deane and ister's pew.
there was a suspicious mistiness in her eyes.— those eyes, the pale gold of that hair, were
the weeks I had passed there had appeared lived in Woolwich. Who was this gude mon
Rachel Deane at sixteen, was the very image I’lie time come afterward when memory repro
strangely solitary to a child accustomed to the who was her husband—this successful rival of of her mother’s portrait in my Uncle Gerard’s duced that look of tender sorrow. She did not each and all dear and necessary to my hap
restless bustle of New York. It seemed to me my refined, stately great uncle ? Nothing would study ; save that the expression of holiness, uf speak for some moments. She sat silent while piness. I thought too, that she seemed to
almost as if I were in one of the enchanted be easier than to call Mrs. Tabitha and make the self abnegation, wus even deepened in her her father answered me ; but her voice was soften toward me. H er voice grew lower.
castles I had read of in my story-honko, where necessary inquiries, but I had a sort of romantic young, wistful Lee. She was, I could see, all clear and gontle as usual when she wished me Sometimes I saw a strange tenderness in her
all the beautiful things would vanish if one spoke wish to find out in a different manner. It that my uncle’s imagination had made of her a pleasant winter and hade me good-bye. 1 eyes. Fool that I was, I thought that it
above a whisper. But this very stillness had might be my uncle’s papers would tell her story. mother. Her voice—somehow I always notice listened sharply but there was no quiver of pain was evoked by my voice. I had indeed
not been without its own exceeding charm to my Nothing more likely than for this man, reserved, voices—was 60 clear that I could easily single in it.
played well, I said to myself in these days.
childish imagination. It was happiness enough yet painstaking and patient, who had no human out its low tones whenever she joined in the
1 never went to the rectory on Sundays, but
for me to walk through the garden when the confident, to wiite down on paper such things service. Had I only heard that, without look the next day I saw Rachel once more in Church. The checkmate was quite near at hand.—
Already
the game had lasted through the
morning dew trembled, tear-like, in the hearts as troubled the Gurreut of life. I began a stu ing upon her.face, 1 could have almost have d i If she had grieved at parting me her face did
of the blossom ; to gather the magical roses, and dious search among the papers in his desk.
vined her character. I should have said it must uot show it now. The faint rose hue on her winter.
see the garJener train the climbing honey-suckle
I t was on an April morning that I thought
I was not disappointed. In a compartment be the utterance of a true, pure soul, strong to cheek was no deeper; there was no faltering in
bo tall that I used to wonder il there was a by itself I found a book which had evidently do and to suffer; yet a cheerful, kindly soul, her tones as she joined in the singing , no bus to win my crowning triumph.
I went early
giant living in wicked state at the top of it. It been a journal It was not dated or kept with moreover, Carrying light and blessing with it picious dew in her clear yet tender eyes. The to see Miss St. John. 1 found her alone,
was the best of all to watch the wonderful any ’attempt at regularity. It seemed as il, everywhere.
rector’s sermon that day uiuved me strangely but 1 looked in vain for the tenderness I
panorama ol sunset. It was to me—city born when he could no longer hush the cry of his
It was not long before I made her acquaint ft was about heaven—that heaven where his had fancied was growing habitual to those
and bred—as if the breath of God had created -oul, it had f.iund veat there.
ance. The Reverend Mr. Deane came to call icloved waited lor him . toward which his aged clear eyes. Had I, then, mistaken their ex
a new wurld ; had called to quick and beautiful
At first, however, it was joyous. He had upon me, and, very naturally, I returned his trembling feet were hastening/a.q. There was,
life woDders ot which 1 had never heard or just come t j Woolwich—he had seen her. The visit, I Soun found that bis daughter possessed I know not what, of power and majesty in the pression before ? I had intended this morn
dreamed.
words wiiic.i dwelt upon her beauty seemed a vigorous, inquiring mind, already stored with old man's tones, so that all who heard him felt ing to ask her to be my wife, but the words
Uncle Gerard, too, was very good to me, in touched with flame, and yet it was a flame us all the available contents uf her lather’s library. that he te tified of that which he did know.— did not came easily. I sat still for a time
his own stately way. He used to tell me won pure as those whieh lit in uther days sacrifices But these works, for the most part books of s c i  As I listened, how vain it seemed to grope for and looked at her.
derful st iries of the foreign countries he had offered to Heaven. To him she was not tbe ence, history, theology, had by no means satis happiness among the rubbish of earth ! All of
Could that proud woman ever love?' I
visited, and sometimes to show me paintings pretty, light hearted girl which only she seemed fied her. She had read a lew volumes of poems, lile looked empty aud worthless, save the one
which he had made—lor he was no mean artist io other eyes, hut the elect woman, crowned to and one or two uf Scott’s novels, which had narrow pa ill whieh he pictured in falteiing tones once more asked myself, doubtingly. ‘Would
any
lover dare tangle up his fiuger in the
—of some of those far off scenes.
his thought, with all that there was on earth ol besn her mother’s, aud these had opened to her —the path leading sometimes uver rugged hills
There was one picture which hung in his nobleness, purity, and religion—a woman such vision the enchanted^eulm ol sung and fiction, whose sharp stones goad the weary feet, some pale sunshine of that hair ? Would any hus
study—the only one there—and I had never as must have inspired the poets of those old thro’ which she longeil to wander, 1 had it in times through green pastuses and beside still band’s brow find rest on that pulseless
seen ic, for a crimson curtain always hung be classic days when they wrote of goddesses.
my power to gratify tliis longing. Uncle Ger waters of peace. I remember, as I heard him, bosom? Would any children dare to climb
fore it. One day I boldly asked him if he had
His timid wooing was detailed there; the deli ard’s hbtary, which had come down to me with the thought came to me whether that saintly that silken knee ?' There was no answer in
painted it, and why I might not see it, as 1 had cate, political attentions by which he sought to i he rest uf his possessions, was large and well young girl, lilting such meek eyes to her fa
seen the rest. A took which I could not inter make known his homage ; and, ut last, he told selected. Himself a poet, hid shelves were rich ther’s face, was not a titter companion for one the cold pride of her face. B ut another
pret passed over his lace. His voice trembled, in words, every one of which seemed an em in the works of all the masters of sung. 1 whose feet should walk in this narrow path voiee spoke to me— a voice which no ear
could hear but mine.
but he was not aigry.
bodied agony, how he had asked her love and transferred volume after volume to Rachel than Anastasia St. John, whose proud name
‘ Surely.’ he said ; • why no t’ You shall see asked in vain. There was no reproach coupled Deane’s table. Her earnest thanks, the glow seemed to conjure up a shape of earthly not
W hat were you, Rachel Deane— you so
it, Gerard.’
with her name. He seemed to think it nothing of pleasure on her sweet young lace, were my heavenly beauty, gleaming with gold and dia shy, so small, so quiet—th a t you could shut
He drew away the curtain, and a woman's strange that she had not been able to love one reward. I was daily more and more astonished monds; a . rustling of silken drapery; an em out that proud beauty from my vision ? By
face was there. Gentle brown eyes smiled on who seemed to her youth so grave and old—his at the rare, intuitive quickness of her intellect. bodiment of pomp and pride and worldliness. what strange might of your deep nature
me ; brown hair of precisely the same hue rip only marvel was that he should ever have been It stoud her in good stead of rules and prece But this reflection was only momentary, I was
did you follow me, call me, draw me toward
pled, in Waves, over the delicate shoulders ; the presumptous enough to ask her. She had not dents, so that I have seldom met with a finer
scarcely conscious of its existence, and with the you ? Never did mortal eyes rest upon your
mouth was arch and bright, yet sweet, and look fallen, ever so slightly, Irom the pedestal on critic.
benediction
that
followed
the
rector’s
prayer
it
lace more clearly than my spirit saw you
ed as if it w-s just going to speak to me. I which he had placed her—she was a goddess
I was a genuine book lover myself. Even laded from my mind.
was too much pleased to he demoustrative. 1 still. A few pages further on her betrothal was commerce and business had not been able to
Of Rachel Deane I thought as a dear sister— then. Fearlessly your pure soul spoke to
think the tears even came to uiy eyes. They chronicled to one Everhard Deane, the young wean me from poetry and fiction, and it called nothing
more ; and yet. it was strange, the last mine !
had a trick of doing so, in childhood, whenever rector of Woolwich—a man, my uncle wrote, back more than my early enthusiasm to share
‘ Sin not,’ it said, ‘ against your own best
of my stay in Woolwich I drew no pic
anything appealed sirangly to my quick aesthetic whom she could worthily love—who, God grant, cue deep, quiet, yet somewhat rapturous appre night
tures of New York gaity and splendor ; my nature. Your love is mightier than your
nature. 1 only said—
might love and cherish her forever ! Of her mar ciation uf this young girl. I often told her she fancy summoned no stately Miss St. John to pride.’
‘ Oh. Uncle Gerard, I never saw anything riage there was nothing written, but, by-and- brought back my youth.
heat me company : but my eyes seemed to see,
Every pulse leaped, every nerve in my
half so beautiful !’
hy, there came a leaf from which it appeared
I know now that I loved her even then, but
an ancient gray stone rectory—an old body thrilled, as these words run through
‘ You think so,’ was the gentle answer ; ‘ but that he had been painting her portrait. Ii I never acknowledged it to myself—I never instend;
man sitting by the western window watching
her face was ten times fairer than any painter’s said :
thought of marrying her. It was, as I have the sunset and the graves—a young girl pacing my heart’s chambers. She seemed to stand
art could make it.’
* I have been to church to day. Everhard said, a fixed fact in my mind, that the future back and forth among the shadows, with tender before me like an accusing spirit. Oh, I
With a long, perhaps unconscious, sigh he Deane preached for the first time since his mar Mrs. Gerard Sunderland was to be a lady of thoughtful eyes of brown, singing to hersell then knew that I loved Rachel Deane ! I
replaced the curtain, aud during my visit I nev riage, They have returned from their short wealth and position. I never thought of find nuw and then snatches of those grand old believed—how sweet the hope was— that she
er saw that face again. But its memory came bridal tour. They are living in the rectory. 1 ing her in the sby, quiet daughter of a village hymns whieh seem to have been set for martyrs
back to me vividly as 1 rode on now to Wool knew I should 6ee her at church, but I could clergyman. So I went od, with this future to die by. 1 went to sleep with this cadence loved m e: that apart earth held for either
wich. How those far off childhood days came not stay away, though every moment wus tor settled in my mind, going to see Rachel daily, coming or seeming to come, to haunt my slum of us no true happiness. In my heart I
blessed her for rising up before me then— I
.back, shedding their glamous over my spirit— ture. 1 went early. I took my seat where, il lending hor books, rambling with her over the bers low and sweet and very sorrowful.
called her my salvation.
H er presence
came back, with their strange radiance of sun she sat in the minister's pew, I could watch fields, and learning to watch for the coming or The next morning I left Woolwich.
sets and sunrises, their w mderlul fragiance of every expression of her face, catch every reflec her rare, sweet Bmiles and the low music other
seemed very real to me. I lifted my eyes,
flowers, their lair hills and bright waters. I tion of her voice. Soon they came in. She voice, with an interest fur which I never tried to
and they fell on Anastasia S t.J o h n sitting
CHARTER II.
was twenty-eight now. It had been eighteen was leaning on his arm, as I hud once hoped, account.
My first three days in New York were not there calm and proud, and very beautiful—
years since I last saw uncle Gerard. I had not Heaven help me, she would lean on mine. Oh,
I think she inherited her poetical tendencies very eventful ones. There was Flora’s careless her great eyes seemed to look a t something
known him well enough to have his loss come how she looked ! Love made her face radiant.—
good-n itured welcome, ray mother’s tender far away— something that was not me. I
home to me us a real sorrow ; still a sort of ten She had never seemed so maddeningly beautiful from her father. There was something very yet
for her only boy ; and then I found my had never loved h e r; she had never loved
der. poetic melancholy invested the memory of as now, when she had given herself forever to touching in this old man’s quiet, self-contained gieeting
way
to the offices and counting rooms of half u me. Something within me forced me to
life.
Every
night,
all
through
the
long
sum
this solitary man, grown old alone, clinging to another. My portrait does not do her justice.
dozen
goud
fellows, whose society gave me less
mer
sunsetting
and
twilight
he
would
sit
at
his
a by gone love which had never known response; 1 must give to her sweet eyes a tender lig h t; I
speak to her— a new emotion I had for her
alone with bis artist gifts, bis genius, his rare must paint an added nobleness in the still calm western window an I look forth over the church pleasure than formerly. I think a certain —a calm, quiet esteem, a friendly regard, of
peace
and
quietness
had grown into mv spirit
yard,
with
its
white
tombstones
bathed
in
the
learning.
of her mouth. Did I covet her 1 I f l did, God sunset gold. I thought he wascalling the past during that long quiet summer in the country, which 1 knew now she was worthy. By this
k 1 had been too far away from home to be will forgive me ; God, who knows I would not
which tho bustle and cunfusiou of this great, moved, I went up to her. I extended my
summon-d in time for bis funeral, but my par deprive her of one moment uf happiness, even days back again—sitting in funcy beside the on
Amy of his youth aud his love—that he saw not busy town jarred at first with a sense of pain hand. I said,
ents had gone; and my mother had told me, to mcke her mine forever.
My
sister’s grand party came off on Thurs
the
green
grave
where
he
had
laid
her,
but
was
“ I am here, Miss St. John, to bid you
with tears in her eyes, how death had seemed
‘ Oh how her low voice thrilled me, as she
night. I stood by her side at one end of
to still the long sorrow of his life—to give back joined in the prayers! Can Everhard Deane looking over and beyond it, through the golden day
hor
brilliant
while she received good bye. I leave New York this afternoon,
youth and hope to his worn face—aud how love her as I do ? He seemed indeed very con glory of the clouds, to a far off shore, where his her guests. drawing-room
your
society has made this winter very pleas
re-unions were always very
marvellously sweet was the still, dead smile into tent, very proud, as who might not with hor by eyes—none but his—could see the gleam of a successful. ItHerwas
an amusement to mo tj ant to me. We began it as strangers; I
which his lips were frozen. Absorbed in these his side’ Well, I shall learn calmness in time. white brow, the fall of chestnut hair.
One night, when be hud been sitting there a watch the different faces—the varying expres feel that we shall part as true friends.”
thoughts, I had not heeded the stopping of the It is something to have loved her—to have
long time, he turned away with a radiaut look. sions of thoso handsomely-dressed men and wo
She understood me. She had never look
cars or the name of the station, and I roused dreamed, once in lile, a happy dream.’
Somewhat
of inspiration had chased the gray men whom she called her ‘ set.’ At last her ed so good to me as then. She put her hand
myself with a sudden start when the conductor,
Then came other pages, sometimes with in shadow from his worn and aged face. Rachel quick whisper in my ear aroused me from my
in
mine. Did I see rightly— I think the
touching my arm, said, politely—
tervals of years between them Once he had
listless moed I turned eagerly toward
‘ I believe you wish to stop here. This is seen her with her fitst-born child in her arms, a and I sat together, in silence, ut the other end half
tears gathered in her eyes. H er voice was
the
door.
At
first
I
thought
I
had
been
struck
of
the
room,
but
he
seemed
unconscious
of
a
Woolwich, Sir.’
noble hoy
witness. His voice was clear and hopeful. In blind—then I siw. It was Anastasia St. John. very gentle.
I got out. My memory of places was always
Then that brave boy had died, and it was
‘ I thank you,’ she said, warmly. We are
The expression ‘ a stately woman ’ had al
extremely tenacious. Much as Woolwich had beautiful to see how every sorrow that came u steadfast tone he said,
from some old, boyish association, con true friends— we will be. I am not so care
in many respects changed since I had visited is, nigh this Amy of his love brought out the still,
‘ I shall go to her, though she can not come ways,
veyed
to
my
mind
tho
idea
of
a
brunette.
I
less or so happy as the world call me. I
I knew my way at once to the house that was deep tenderuess of Uncle Gerard's nature.
to me. Blessed lie God—the God of Abraham,
had pictured Miss St John, therefore, with have my griefs; but when I think of you, I
now mine. Leaving tny baggage at the station,
There were many bucIi sorrows. Five chil and Isaac, aod Jacob !’
flashing bl ick eyes, with olive face, framed in will remember that I have one friend.’
I walked onward. Befoie long I came to the dren, one after another, she had followed to
As he left the room, I looked at Rachel.—
spot where my uncle’s grounds—1 had not learn their quiet resting-places in the cliurohyard, un Through the twilight I could see the tears shin shining raven hair. I had been mistaken, and
‘ God bless y o u !' I said with a fervent
yet she became forever after my standard of
ed to say my grounds, as yet—commenced.— derneath tha.rectory windows—the church-yard ing in her eyes.
prayer for her in my heart. I left her with
stately beauty.
They lay on both sides ol the road, or rather where, all summer long, suns shone, winds blew,
Site was the proudest woman I have ever met. such tenderness as I had never thought she
• He loved her so faithfully,’ she said, • so
drive, lor it was not public property leading up and birds sang above her darlings, and rouud
many years, and now she is dead be loves her There wus pride in her tnin nostril, her curling could inspire. I never saw her again.

M Y IN H E R IT A N C E .
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My sister met me upon the stairs. She
had not known of my intention to visit Miss
St. John.
‘ How sped your wooing ?’ she asked gayV‘ Flora,’ I answered, ‘ you were right.—
You understood your friend better than I
did. Miss St. John could love with a love
that would be worth winning, but I am not
the one.’
I believe she thought I had been reject
ed. A t any rate, she made no opposition
to my plan of returning to Woolwich that
afternoon, and three o'clock saw me upon
the cars.
chapter in .

Oh how fast we whizzed along! I had
heard some one say we had started a little
behind time, but it was not half fast enough
for me. I felt like crying out to the conduc
tor for more speed. Sly spirits were at high
tide. I was going to Rachel. I knew my
own heart now, I knew I loved her— I tho’t
she loved me. W ith this hope in my mind
I grew quieter. I sank into a reverie. I
sat back in my seat and drew my hat over
my eyes, and then I strove to recall all the
tokens she had given me of her regard. The
expressions which I had seen upon her face
the night before I left Woolwich came back
to me, I remembered her timid pleasure at
my coming. How charming she seemed to
me in her beauty, her grace, her innocent
youth. I pictured her as my wife. I tho’t
how bright would be the stately house be
hind the pine-trees, when her light figure
glided up and down the stairs, or sat in
household quiet, by the hearthstone. I glo
ried in the though! of protecting her— of
deeping all sorrow and care away from her
fair life—of leading her footsteps out of the
shadow into the light.
Absorbed in thoughts like these, time
sped rapidly. We were nearing Woolwich.
1 looked from the window, and the fields by
the wayside were familiar.
My heart
bounded. Soon I should see Rachel. I
would tell her that I loved her— I would
know my fate frem her own lips. I fancied
how her eyes would droop— how the color
would come and go in h e r, cheeks— how shy
her little hand would flutter into mine.
Ju st then came a sudden, quivering mo
tion running along all the train— a crash— a
loud, prolonged, wailing shriek, and after
that I remembered nothing more.
I t was a warm morning in May when my
conssiousness came back to me. My first
emotion was that of pleasure in the balmy
a ir ; the blossoms upon the trees which brush
ed in at the open window ; the spring sun
shine over all. Next came a curious feeling
not exactly pain, but goneness. My senses
were hardly yet fuliy aroused. I put my
hand where this sensation most oppressed me.
My right leg seemed to have been cut off
above the knee. I should have thought I
must be dreaming, but that the maimed limb
was exquisitely tender and sensitive to the
touch. I looked around the room where I
was lying. I t was not in my own house.—
It bora strange resemblance to an appartment in the rectory. I was quite alone, but
some feminine piece of work lay upon a
stand by Dip window. A few spring flowers
stood there also, in a delicate vase.
Soon I heard Footsteps approaching. I closed
my eyes and lay very still. The footsteps came
into my room. Then I heard Rachel's voice, in
a tone of sad, almost pleading inquiry :
‘ You do think. Dr. Smith, that his reason
will come back to him ? He wont rave so al
ways?’
‘ No fear of that, little Rachel. No head
could stand suoh a blow us his got without be
ing dazed lor awhile. Poor fellow ! when his
senses do come, it will be a sorry awakening.
A young, rich, good looking man like him to
have to carry a cork leg with him all his life.'
I heard Rachel sigh, but sho did not answer,
and Dr. Smith left the room, saying he would
he back in half an hour to dress the leg. Rach
el came to the bedside. I knew she was stand
ing beside me—I knew, as well as if 1 had seen
her that her tears were falling silently. I
opened my eyes and looked at her.
‘ Come, Rachel,’ 1 said. ‘ I heard what Dr.
Smith told you, and now I want you to sit down
heside me and tell me all about it. How long
ago was it?’
She struggled hard to control-herself.
‘ About four weeks,’ she said ; ‘ tbe ears—but
here Elie broke down utterly and hurried from
the room. I lay there, wrestling with an agony
before which any mere physical suffering shrunk
into insignificance. It was not that my pride
was humbled—not that I must go through life
a lame, to some degree, a helpless man, but it
was that I felt 1 could never ask Rachel to he a
cripple’s wife—no mate her loveliness with my
deformity. She could pity me—but I must shut
out of my heart, from henceforth, the golden
hope of love—I must live and die alone. No
wife s head must lie upon my breast—no chil
dren’s voices call me father. I strove in vain
to choke back the cry which my longing heart
would utter. My grief o’ermastered me. But
I will not write out the sorrow on which only
God and my own soul have ever looked.
When Dr Smith came back I drew from him
an account of the accident. I shudder to recall
the (rightful story now. So many souls called,
unthinking, before their Maker. Such groans,
such tumult, such helpless cries of agony. Dr.
Smith pictured it vividly, but there is no need
that I should write out its horrors here, I had
been taken up at first for dead ; stunned by a
severe blow upon my head. In all this, the
Doctor said, Rachel had been the most wonder
ful nurse—1 believed him.
Duriug the two tedious months of convales
cence which followed, there was often, in the
midst of my agony, a troubled joy, Sometimes
it seemed happiness enough to have Rachel in
my sight; her gentle hands ministering about
me. Sometimes, too, there was a look in her
eyes whose meaning I dared not meet lest it
should make me selfish.
1 had resolved, firmly, that I would never seek
her love. I would not impose upon her tender
ness. her pity, to win any pledge which she
might regret afterwards. No, I must live alone
all my life, bnt I turned from these thoughts to
rejoice in her smile, in the tender tones of het
yoice.
It was midsummer before I went to my own
house. In the meantime I had learned to walk
in the poor crippled fashion in which I must
make up my mind always to move about here
after. Several times I had proposed to go home,
hut neither Mr. Deane nor his daughter would
allow it. I must stay with them until I was
quite well. I had been brought to them when I
was first hurt They had nursed mo through
my delirium—they had claims upon me and 1
must obey them. I confess I staid with them
willingly. But at last the time was fixed for
my final removal. The day before I was to
drive to my home and give Mrs. Tabitha a few
directions. I had sent for Mike to come with
tiie carriage.
When it arrived, I entreated Rachel to do her
patient one more good turn, and drive home
with me for an hour. She consented, and we
took the short drive in silence. When I reach
ed the house I wanted to walk a little about the
^rounds, and she would make me lean upon her
arm. How strangely It reminded me of my
fancies, that sad day in April, about how ten
derly I would protect her. How this frail, delioate girl, at my side, was helping to guide my
steps. I could nut bear i t ; I hurried her into
the house.
I did not know how it chanced that we sat
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cle Gerard’s study. For a time I looked at her
in outward silence, but my soul was crying out
in its agony. So many hopes came back to
mock me. I had thought once how her light
feet would flit in girlish glee, up and down those
walks lying so white and gleaming in tbe sum
mer sunshine, that she would sit by my fireside
the glory of my home and;my life. The great
pangs became too mighty for me. In spite of
myself they found a voice. I rose and walked
across the room. I put back the curtain from
before her mother’s picture.
‘ There,’ I said, and my tones were almost
stern with the effect to keep back the grief surg
ing in my heart, ‘ there, Rachel Deane, is tho
picture my Uncle Gerard painted of your moth
er. You are like it. I am not the inheritor
alone of my uncle’s wealth, but of his hopeless
love. This is my inheritance. To live here, as
he lived, alone. To love, as he loved. To long
vainly, as he longed. Nay, Rachel, do not turn
your eyes away. I did not mean to tell you,
but yon must hear now. Even as my undo
loved your mother and loved in vain, so must I
till my death day, love you. I was coming to
Woolwich that day to tell you this love, to ask
yon to be my wife. I thought than I would
win you, but God interposed and we aresepraated.’
She came across the room. She laid her
hands, her little woman’s hands, upon my arm.
The truth shone out of her clear eyes into my
very soul. Her voice was firm but tearful. I
can never forget her dear, dear words.
‘ We are not separated. We never can be.—
Take me. Gerard, if you love me. I love you ;
I have loved you long. I do not care for life
unless I can pass it with you.’
I could not gainsay her. I felt that she spoke
truly, and thus the great joy and blessedness of
love drifted into my heart; flooded my full life.
I could not speak. I opened my arms and took
her, thank God, I took my betrothed close to
my heart. I know not how long we sat there,
It was almost night before we returned home.
As I led her up the steps, I said, not becauso I
doubted her, but because I longed to hear her
reply:
‘Are you sure, my beloved, that you will nev
er regret this—that yon will be quite content
with an ugly, crippled man, so many years older
than yourself!'
Her brimming eyes answered me, and then
her voiee came to my heart, freighted with
words too full of blessing to write here. They
to satisfied me forever.
We went t.-gether to her father as he sat at
the western window. We told him of onr lova
and asked his blessing. He rose and laid hia
aged, trembling bands, upon our beads. He
blessed us. As we turned away we heard him
murmur ;
• Now, Lord, lettest thou tby servant depart
in peace !’
We turned back as we reached the door to
look at him. He sat again at the window, and
his far-seeing eyes were fixed, not on his Amy's
grave, but on the golden clouds, far. far away.
iVe left him there.
We had much to say to each other. I told
Rachel of Miss St. John, aud how she herself
had been presented to my fancy : had come af
ter me and brought me back,when 1 wuuld have
done my own heart wrong; and she answered
me with smiles and with tears. The first twi
light after our betrothal was a golden hour.
When we went in, the moon had risen. The
old man sat there still. Rachel went up to him
and laid her hind upon his brow.
‘ Ob, how cold he is!’ she cried. ‘ Father,
lather, wake up ! Don't you bear me father ?’
I went towards her. Her father could nev
er more hear any sound of earthly tones. He
was gone to Amy. Who can tell what voice
had called him ? what fair hand hud beckoned
from tbe sunset clouds?
We laid him by Amy’s side, in the quiet
chureb-yard, where the sn >w flakes would drop
their white mantle of peace above them in the
winter : where the summer winds would blow,
and the summer birds would sing. Even in
their death they were not long divided.
My darling bore it well, for she knew that joy
had dawned Irom the reunited ones in heaven ;
and on earth my love comforted her. It was
not many weeks before she became my wife.—
She dwelt in peace in the stately mansion where
her mother’s portrait had waited for her so many
years, My life was rounded into full and beau
tiful symmetry. I asked no more of fate. I
was content with my crippled form, my halting
gait, for my soul’s life was bright and blissful ;
the path wherein Richel and I were walking .
onward to the world lying beyond was lightened
by Heaven’s own sunshine.
The summer was not over when an unusually
long letter came to me in my sister's hand.—
She had written previously her congratulations
on my marriage, and an invitation to bring my
bride to New York. As she was not a frequent
letter write.-, I broke the seal with considerable
curiosity. The contents were sad, but they
gave me the key to a character I had already
desired to comprehend.
‘ We knew now,’ she wrote, ‘ why Anastasia
St, John did not care for you. A little while
ago a young man, the supercargo of a vessel,
wus reported to be lost at sea, and then it came
out. She had known him when her father was
poorer—when they were both children indeed,
and had loved him faithfully all her life. He
was poor, and her father opposed ic ; but she
was content to forego wealth and luxury for his
sake. They were waiting till he could make
enough to marry respectably. This was why
she was always so cold in society. You know
how she kept everyone at a distance. It seems
sho saw his death in a paper, and it literally
broke her heart. She was found with the blood
flowing iu a crimson tide from her mouth, and
the paper clutched in her hand. In three days
she was dead. They buried her yesterday.—
Poor, proud, broken heart! Poor Anastasia St.
John !’
My darling had read the letter over my
shoulder. I felt her tears upon my cheek, as
she murmured, in her tender, pitying voiee,
this fragment from a ballad that she loved.
“ And they called her cold. God knows
Underneath the winter snow,
The invisible hearts of flowers grow ripe for blossoming !
And the lives that look so cold,
If their stories could be told,
Would seem cast in gentler mould—
Would seem full of love and Spripg.”

Behold, 1 have told you the story of My In
heritance. Vale.
A NEW REMEDY FOR THE P lL E S .---- From
motives of delicacy we withhold the name
of the estimable single lady who inquired at
the apothecary shop for a derrick. The
clerk was sadly puzzled, until she explained
that she had read in the papers how a der
rick had been successful in the removal of
piles, and that she thought she should like to
try one ! The clerk was wicked enough to
direct her to a railroad contractor for tho
article.— Hornby Gazette.
Every married man should let his wife
have the management of the Home D epart
ment, and give her as Secretary, control of
the different bureaus. Don’t let her have
anything to do with the W ar Department.
Exchange.
Then how is she to bring the Infantry up
to the ‘ breast works,’ we should like to
know, in case of an ‘ attack of the measles?’
I t is evident the writer of the above has
never been in any ‘ engagements.’— New
Haven Register.

How sub will dress.—The Princess Royal,
of England, is to be married in a dress of
Honiton lace, as her august mother was before
her, costing one hundred and fifty pounds' Its
pattern is composed of the national emblems,
the rose, thistle and shamrock. Another of
the same quality is making for the bridesmaid,
down, not in tbe drawing room, but in my Un the pattern of which is lilies of tho valley.

North ; and that it was antagonistic to tho prin an Africin sun may have burnt upon his brow—
For ihe Gazette.
A State Fair out West is a novel, new and
M o n e t a r y A f f a ir s i n N e w Y o r k .
LA TE FROM E U R O PE .
e ph*s and the doctrines ol tne Tariff Bill id tho day is not far distant when his soul shall
L e t t e r fro m K a n s a s .
interesting performance and beggars description,
184G—that, in a word, instead of following out come forth in majesty, when his body shall swell
New York, Oct. 19. Money matters are
A r r i v a l o f tb c N o r t h A m e r i c a .
ft
was
ni
t
citizens
of
Missouri
alone,
who
con
the Free Trade policy o f that year, it was a re bey md measure of the chains that hurst around
quiet to-day, with but little change to note.
HauCin City,
)
T a u r s c liy E v e n in g , O ct. 2 2 , 1 8 5 7 .
-ivil of the old system of protection, whirl him, and he shall stand forth regenvr teanu
It is reported that tho Metropolitan Bank has
tended for the prizes und honors, but Mississip
Sept. 24, 18572 (
Q l' ebec, Oct. 19.
i-.ey alleg -d had been repudiated by the country d .-.enthralled by the genius of universal ernanci,
nearly completed its arrangements for there-:
Mr. Editor :—I will write you a word or two pi, Illinois and Iowa were all trying" to excel in demption ol Eastern currency.
iod rhe people.
------ —
pation.
.
I Steamer North. America ..passed River du
l i n n . N . - . B a n k s o n th e F i n a n c i a l
agriculture
und
art,
and
too,
they
were
not
be
Now we have an example of what Free Trad,
In the Supreme Court to day, Judge Roose- Loupe this morning, and will be due at QueFellow Citizens, I desire to call ynur attention about the politics of Kanzas, or rather of Brown
C r is is .
h in the government of England—tile govern- to the evidences of your prosperity, which an County.
hind in their representations and achievements velt dismissed the motion for an injunction bee this alternoon. Her dates are to the
against
the Batik of New York.
6th.
On Thursday evening of last week a meeting nent which approaches nearer the principles o -o many proofs of the claims of free labor a*
In
passing
carefully
over
the
productions
of
Yesterday, by appointment, a public meeting
Free Trade than any other. Yet it was d- elare' the- prevailing and dominant interest of tins
The returns from the Clearing House denote
Cotton at Liverpool was buoyant and
w i< held in boston, to hear an address Iron, hy
Sir R berr Peel, in perhaps the last speech country. This is a government of the people was liolden in the partly finished hotel in Ham- the country, in the vegetable and fruit depart i gradual re-umption of activity in business ; f,uRe active
lion N. I’. Bank-. upon the present financial a ,de in Parliament before his death, that in It represents tne people. The people are free, in, and a Mr. Waterson the pro-slavery notoi ments we were pleased to observe some of the
■' • “ 1”s d,J • " * ' !
I T •
We experience of lorry years, lie had never no- n aok God, y e t! (Continued cheering ) Tin
Cnnliii 01 of the country and on this occas’oi
finest specimens which we have ever eeen, par
N II. Wolle & Co , flour and produce dealers, | J / 0™',0"8 dul( '
■ca ed or recommended a cniingc in the rev msiituiion ot slavery is aecidential upon tha nee fcr County Clerk, delivered himself of a ticularly among the more copnmon articles. A
Faneuil Hall was crowded to its ntmu-t eapa. i
•one sy stem ol that country without seeking to e miinent. We wish to interfere with none ol speech in favor o f the peculiar institution. H e
who temporarily suspended recently, resumed
Consols JO a JO 1-8
tj by tl e largest audience which has asse ubli-ii olarge the free list, and introducing raw in ■- os rights. As we claim that t ey shall respect announced himself p'O-slaoery and democratic, Lurried glance at the Stock immediately satis payment to-day.
There is nothing later from India by this
within iis Walls lor the season. The speech n!
rials used in the manufactures of the country ■ur lights, so we will respecUtneirs! hut wo names here meaning one and the same thing — lied us that it would make only a common show
The Metropolitan Bank issues the following ; arrival.
■'ill welcome the day when in the providence o
Mr bulks, o f which a verbatim report'appear s nearly Iree u s possible
down East, although there were several tine
The Bank of England had loaned the East
metropolitan dank notice.
Yet Sir Robert Peel was at last the cbninpioi Go l they may have a fight upon that question Indeed a free state democrat in Kanzas, is a tiling
e-l in the Journal, occupying four solid column*
A’eio England Money —This Bank will take India Company a million pounds sterling on
, the Free Trade party through whose msiru- upon their own soil; and if, as in the ease o unheard of, having no existence in fact, no po specimens, hut most of them were from Eastern
in til it paper, is generally conceded to liav ucntality they accomplished their great triump Miss mri, they win a victory for free labm litical organization nor a political being. M r. States. A wilter-mellon which was said to m deposit, at 1-4 cent discount, all New Eng the security of India bonds.
The select committee of the House of
been one of much ability, interest and power, in the abolition ol the Corn Laws.”
g dust slave labor, the heavens shall resoum Wuterson’s hearers were all free state men with weigh over fifty pounds, und a pumpkin which and money which is received at the S o ffilk
Bmk, Boston, (this, fur the present, excludes
The speaker adds another illustration here, with our shouts of joy (Applause ) And il the exception of two, one the justice of the measured eight leet uDd three inches in circum all Rhode Island mocey;)p.iying for thenet pro Commons was prepared to report in favor of
und the repiort of it will, we think, well repay a
careful perusal. We give somewhat extended and then alludes to the language of the Presi the successful contest in Missouri shall liereaf peace for our precinct, end the other the pro- ference was a little attraction us we passed froui eeeds the day alter it is received and counted hy ceding a portion of the Hudson Bay terri
ter be extended to other States, and if there the
tory, in Canada.
extracts from the first portion of this speech, dent of the United States, in connection with Causes of free labor triumphs, so much the bet slavery candidate for Sheriff'. He defended one department to another, and the owner in this Bank, reserving the right to reject a large
More troops were held in readiness for
or unusual amount of any one Bank. No Bank
ter.
the greater portion of which have particulai this measure, as follows;
formed
U3
that
they
were
not
so
large
as
some
slavery—thought it a divine institution, atten
can draw on account of its remittance of New India, and 10,000 additional militia were to
We are all interested in free labor. Tho com
In his first message, President Pierce said,
reference to Mr. Secretary Guthrie's measure
he
had
at
home,
and
he
had
not
entered
them
money till the day after it is sent for be embodied into the army.
mercial man is interested. It is that whiel ded with blessings to the slaves, and that the (or competition. We thought we should like to England
ward. Interest on your adcount will cease on
for the promotion of our industrial prosperity in these words:
The Indian advices received at Paris are
The second of the above mentioned objects, Ireight his ships. I'hcy sail fruitless voyages South had a right to insist upon the admission
the 31bt inst.
by the abrogation of the import duties upon that of the reduction of the Tariff, is of grout im and may us well sink beneath the waves of the of Kanzas as a Slave State, in as much as they visit that “ old coon,’’
more gloomy than the English letters assert.
GEO. J. SENEY, Cashier.
They state that the rebels were under Euro
raw materials imported into this country to be portance. and the plan suggested by cue Secre sea as to sail from one point to another point ol were willing that Minnesota and Nebraska
We moved alODg with tfie vase tide and if we
pean Generalship ; that operations had been
used in manufactures. We commend the re. tary of the Treasury, which is to reduce the the globe, unless they are laden with the pro should come in as free states, thus giving two hud felt inclined to notice many things carefully
A f fr a y s i u B o s to n .
on certain articles, and to add to the free ducts of the free industry of our country. The
commenced to prevent the union of the
the current would not allow it, for it was ‘ push
marks of Mr. Banks upon this branch ol the duties
list many articles now taxed, and especially mechanic is inteiested in free labor. It is that for one, a concession from the South, highly
Boston, Oct. 17.
British fore s ; that the army may expect
topic to the approbation of our readers.
such as eDter into manufactures. and are not hy which he lives. The labor which is bought commendable aud deserving of encomiuastie along keep moving ” all the way through.
A man named Agin stabbed three persons this five years of fighting; and that the native
Night
was
fast
approaching,and
after
a
glance
After appropriate opening remarks, and an largely or or at all produced in the country, is and sold operates to destroy.
praises.
evening in an affray, one of which he killed and troops are not to be trusted anywhere.
Where on tho face of the earth, in Italy.
allusion of satisfaction to the manner in which commended to your candid and careful consider- France, Germany or England can such a 6Cene
The ycung gentleman made poor headway, about the outside grounds which satisfied us the two others are badly wounded.
ition.—Pres. Message, 1853, p 10.
A desperate affray occurreJ here this evening.
that
it
was
the
most
ample
enclosure
we
had
S T IL L
Boston has borne hersell in the financial storm,
This was the judgment of President Pierce he presented as that which meets the eye of the being constantly interrogated by the members
Ilenrv L Button, of New York, but recently of
Mr. Banks said :
n December, 1853, on this proposition, present spectator from the dome of the Capitol on a from the audience, a privilege which he granted ever seen fur such an occasion, and too the best California, got inW a quarrel with John Dono L A T E R F R O M E U R O P E .
“ We ought, however, to recollect, amid 'd to the country, of Mr Secretary Guthrie.— neighboring eminence, as he looks riverward at the beginning. On the whole the effect of arranged considering its size, we made the best van, residing in High street, and stabbed him
these misfortunes, that the country itself, not But the Southern inen opposed it, on the ground over the twenty or thirty beautiful villages ris the speaking, and the answers made to the of our way to the city. St. Louis is a fine old witli a dirk. Donovan lies in a critical state.— H alifax, Oct. 21. The Royal Mail steamship
Eruopa, from Liverpool, 1 P. M. Saturday lUtli
withstanding the oppression that rests upon us. 1 have stated, and in that opposition they were ing up, representing the laboring man, and
city and has many objects of interest which we Thence Sutton fled to Liverpool wharf, followed inst , arrived at this port at 11 20 to-night.—
never was richer than it is at this moment. It successful. And it was left to two members — which he hus himself erected from the proceeds questions, was only to strengthen the free state
by Donovan’s cousin, John Hilton alias the She has on board £ G3.1G0 specie.
of
his
daily
toil
1
Y
’ou
trace
its
prosperity
in
feel
sorry
to
pass
by
unnoticed,
but
the
little
one
representing
Pennsylvania,
and
the
other
men in the position they have taken, and serve
Is not the wasted years nor the wasted lives,
Limerick Boy, a well known pugilist. Words
The Bank of England has raised its rates of
the railways that intersect every part of the io make them c lin g even stronger than ever to figure at the top of this page reminds us that of course ensued, and Sutton killed Hilton with
n ir a rnisc ilcul iting course of conduct on the Iroin Massachusetts—one an opposition man, country,
discount from 5 1-2 to G per Cents,
and cross the Isthmus that connects the
part of public or private men, that lias brought ud the other an administration man—to pre wo continents
tho
same dirk. Sutton was captured after a
"brevity
denotes
wisdom.’
We
visited
the
Mu
the
Constitution
and
our
glorious
Un
ion,
und
brings together the shore
The
Times has some lengthy remarks on the
us to the suffering which we now experience — sent the minority views in the House of Repre f the Atlantic and
desperate resistance, during which he wounded increase,
and says the suddenness of the renewal
Pacific Ocean. These are clinch with a firmer grasp those eternal princi seum. and were somewhat delighted to trace seriously
Mr. Jacob Todd, a well known citizen. of the drain
Here at home, ond elsewheie in the country, sentatives, on the plan proposed by Mr. Guthrie, the evidences ofand
of gold which has led to this step
prosperity.
I
have
nothing
to
ind
their
representation
was
in
approval
of
the
many
things
to
dear
New
England
for
their
or
ples
of
right,
justice
and
humanity,
which
are
there is an exhibition ,f thrift, and an accumu
has
taken
the public by surprise, because they
say
of
the
South,
or
of
the
Southern
Institu
lation of property, which will at no distant day plan of the Secretary himself. The South was tions of labor, but if you go South you can sec sure in tne end to secure us a glorious victory. igination, though the Whole is only an apology T h e R o b b e r s o f th e R i c h m o n d C u s to m
were
not
prepared
for the extraordinary news
-ueccssful,
the
measure
was
defeated,
and
the
be ailed to t io country, sulfijient tu relieve all
H ou se A rrested .
hy the last American mails.
On Monday next an election takes place, for what it should be.
manufacturers of 1853, '54, ’5, '6, and ’57. fur yourselves what it is, and what must be the
irom suffering
Allowing
duo
weight
to that intelligence,
The
second
day
was
again
spent
at
the
Fair
contrast
between
that
section
and
our
own.
Of
have
been
charged
.each
year,the
sum
of
§8000,
which on account of the premises of fairness on
Washington, Oct. 17. Somerville, one of the there is nothing in the movement
Toe agricultural productions of the country
to create alarm
for this yeir will mike a value at the rates of 000. which they have paid into the Treasury ol that I have nothing to say ; but I ask you again the part of our opponents, we have decided to Grounds, and after a look among the beauties of robbers of tho Richmond Custom House was ar although there is high probability it may soon
—it
is
the
question
of
the
ago—the
only
ques
Tormir years not less than two thousand million the United States, overflowing with the coin ol
ingage in I send you a free state ticket for Slavery, we found ourselves in the little gallery rested in Richmond to-day, and a portion of the have to bo repeated. Upon the whole, it is pos
tion
of
the
age—are
you
content
that
these
in
rhe
country,
there
to
lav
idle
to
the
embarrass
deposits
recovered.
Wheeler,
his
accomplice,d ill irs Toe manufacturing interest, the se n
nt the ampitheatre, occupied by members of the was committed to jail here yesterday, on the sible that the combined operations of the Amer
of which is chiefly in New England, yet which ment of every individual inteiest, and hanging, dustrial interests of your own happy portion ol Brown Co, You may judge of the standing of
shall fie neglected and paralyzed, and “ Ilamlin” and the influence of Maine boys, press, and amoDg them found only a few with saute charge. The latter, when arrested, gave ican panic and Indian insurrection may for the
permutes through ail the N ,rthern States, and like an impending cloud, over every section ol country
time have affected English resources to the ex
extends more or less towards tho S null, has an the country, except so far as tile Secretary him accept as a satisfaction the principle to which I by the number and importance of the nomina whom we had the pleasure of a previous ac up §300, a pair of gold diamonds studs, a tent of two or three million pounds. But the
splendid gold watch, and a bunch of skeleton Times considers that, as regards the broad trade
accumulated product this year of fifteen bun self was able to deplete theTreasury by redeem have referred 1 Enthusiastic cries of no! co!) tions mode from this town.
quaintance,
and
tho
large
crowd
present
pre
keys. lie is known to be die son of a celebra
dled million d illars. Men of all classes and in ing the public debt before it became due, at a Certainly not ! It can never be !”
The remaining portion of the address, which For Delegate to Legislature,E. W. Morrill,Me. vented a lengthy stay so we shook hands of old ted English thief, and has committed heavy of the Empire, it is impossible to discern a cause
terests have been closely and steadily engaged, premium of 20 and 21 per cent
of fear.
This
is
the
laet
to
which
1
wish
to
call
your
in the employments of their lives, and they
and new friends and left them to finish their theits in various parts of the Uuion. Sumerwould perhaps fill a column of our paper, is For County Judge, W. G. Sargent, Maine.
The Times argues in the same articlo that
villo was soncerned in the robbery of jewels in fright
will yet reap the Iruit of that toil, though for a attention, that the manufacturing interest of more particularly addressed to the citizens ol For Sheriff, F. O. Sawin, llamlin.
i
“
Editorial
correspondence.”
alone is the cause of the daily ruin going
the Patent Office, which touk place a lew years on in America, and that there is nothing in
moment, from circumstances beyond oor control, this country was the second, if not the first, to
If
it
would
please
your
readers,
a
few
of
our
ago.
and tho origin of which we can hardly yet ap feel the present calamity. The manufacturers Massichiisetts, and relative to the interests of For County Clerk, David P eebles, Hamlin.
what is now passing that will for any length of
have
been
called
on,
in
the
pursuit
of
their
in
idle
moments
may
he
spent
in
scribbling
a
few
that Commonwealth, and the extracts which we For Com. to locate Co. Seat, I saiau P. Wins
preciate or understand, they have been deprived
time interfere with the business or cripple the
ol the iiniu -diate reward of their labor — dustry and enterprise, to meet tho manufactur have already given have so occupied our space
lines to you. The mail closes in a few moments,
H e a v y G a le s a t Sea*
natural resources of the country.
low, Miine.
There is no sensible comparison to be made be ers of other countries in the markets of the
and
t'
is
roust
be
sent
unread.
The London Commercial Daily List of Friday
New York, Oct, IS. Vessels from the West
We are having fine sun-shiney weather with
tween the commercial crisis of this year and world. They have gone into every market ol that we can add no further remark.
evening
says it is the general opinion that mon
Indies
report
a
succession
of
heavy
Northeast
Yours,
S.
the world, and have paid on those manufactures
that of 1837.
occasional
showers
of
rain.
We
have
just
gales during the first two weeks of this month. ey matters have seen their worst in America,
Men were then engaged in building up paper a duty of from 20 to 30 per cent on the raw
and
although
much caution has.b en observed
C
lose
E
arly
.—We
are
informed
that
the
finished
haying,
und
will
soon
gather
the
corn,
cities; „ur people have been erecting States and materials, on which their labor, ingenuity and
A Stltend ids Fraud. James O’Conor, bank in tiie negotiation of bills, still the feeling is
D ecidedly Cool.—The weather to-day mer
pi uring the iron ways, upon which they will invention have been expended, while not one merchants of Bath have made an arrangement which is now nearly ripe. You think it queer its this epithet. Monday was a rainy day, and er and littiker at Pittsburg, Pa., of the firm of rather better than yesterday. The rate of dis
hereafter devel >pe the material prosperity ol dollar was paid by the manufacturers with to close their stores at 8 o'clock during the fall to cut hay the lust of September, but prairie
O’ Conor Bros., was arrested on the 14th inst.. count is now from 6 to 7 per cent.
those Stites. Then mere was an amount of whom they came into competition, and the own and winter. We noticed also, in a late number liny does not ripen as soon as tame grass, al exceedingly disagreeable. Tuesday gave us, hy on a charge of obtaining the sum of §185,000
The weather has been very stormy on the
fitful turns, sunshine, rain, hail arid snow, mak from the Merchants’ and Manufacturers’ Bank English coast, and numerous wrecks are re
specie in the whole country of S70.000.000 ey they paid went immediately into the treasury of the Kennebec Journal an agreement, Bigned
though
the
season
for
haying
here,
is
from
July
only; now there is in the United States 239,- of the United S:ates
of
that
city,
by
fraudulent
means.
He
imuicdof the variable
ported, including rlie American ship A. B. Kim
Now in this legard, I have nothing further to hy several merchants, to close their stores at an to October, depending upon the state of the ing a day after the similitude Yeuterdav
000,000 in gold and silver in the coinage of the
miirhi iatel5 gavu b,‘'1 $^00,000. mid was discharged ball from Sundeiland to New York, which was
coumry. Then tlieie was an irresponsible and say I stand here to encourage and to defend, early hour. We have forgotten what hour grass , that in ravines or wet places getting its temper of a petulant maiden
F » i when he was again arrested, on a charge alleg- wrecked on Goodwin Sands. Crew saved.
is
embodying
the
true
principles
of
our
people,
irredeemable piper currency of $140,000,000
conspiracy with Wilson Blaekeney,
was named in the latter case, but it was not maturity earlier than that on the high or roll pass for a pleasant day, an 1 its morning light
The English papers are filled with reports of
—more than twice the amount of the entire and the industrial interests of the country, the
showed the neighboring summit of “ Dodge's i book keeper in the M and M. Bank, in obtain-1 fast Day sermons.
specie of the country ; now there is $176,000,- proposition made by Mr. Guthrie. Not that it later than 7 1-2 o’clock. This we consider a ing up lands.
Mountain,”
robed
in
the
“
first
snow
of
the
tbe
8U
U
1
®^10
000
from
the
said
hank.—
q’|ie
Lindon Tunes devoted twenty-six eolClaims in this vicinity are nearly all taken,
000 of Bir.k notes in circulation,and §289 000,- is a protective policy, or free trade policy, for good movement antf recommend it to our traders.
,, ,
,
. . .
I He at once
mice gave bail. O'Gonor
O Conor was an extenexten-, nning to the matter, embracing abstracts from
000 of gold and silver. We see from these sim it is neither ; but it touches a vital point in re Merchants and their clerks should itave these arid one desiring to' pre empt will lie obliged to season, while the air was such as forct.ily to sjve operator in negotiable paper on the street; discourses delivered at 164 churches.
remind people of gieat-coats and. flannels. To- and it is said to have been ascertained that he
pie facts that there is a coming relief, something gard to our industrial interests, as it gives to evening hours to spend with their families or in
The Rev. A. R. Spurgeon addressed at the
buy out some person, which can ho done at
that will hereafter dispel the cloud that rests the manufacturers of the United States the raw
day we have a clear,cold,pleasant morning, with has overdrawn his account at the bank to the Crystal Palace the largest audienco that has as
materials which they use free of duty, and thus reading, study, social intercourse or recreation, prices ranging.from $100, to $3000.
extent of §310,000. through tho connivance of sembled in modern times tu listen to the minis
darkening upon us.
the thermometer only a few degrees above the Blaekeney. The allair has caused much talk in
• It is not my purpose to speculate upon the relieves them of the payment of seven or eight and our traders, particularly our dry-goods
Mechanics of all kinds are needed here, Lime
try of the Gospel, nearly 24,600 people being
Pittsburg.
immediate causes of this difficulty. 1 came millions of dollars per year, und enables them dealers, may as well eloso their places of busi burners, shoe makers—plough makers—black freezing point at 8 o’clock.
present.
to
come
into
competition
on
equal
terms
with
here for the purpose of presenting some general
The cold weather makes us mindful of the
A large sum was collected in aid of the Indi
ness
at
7
1
2
o’clock,
as
otherwise.
Our
groce
smiths—carpenters—tailors; indeed any mechan
suggestions as regards the condition ol the other manufacturers in other parts of the world.
an
Relief Fund, and the contributions at the
T h e O liia E le c t io n .
fact that our office is kept warm and pleasant
After some remarks which we are obliged to ry and provision stores might perhaps profitably ic can make from $3 to §5 per day.
country, its general policy and its leading rntaschurches
generally were on a liberal scale
by one of “ Sanford’s Challenge Heaters ” —
Cincinnati, Oct. 18.—Tlie Gubernatorial vote
ures. rather than to speak of the technical prin omit, the speaker proceeds, aliudin to Presi- be kept open till nine o’clock for one evening in
The
London Morning Chronicle professes to
Next week will he raised the frame to the
This excellent “ heater ” is sold hy Messrs. J of Ohio is still undecided The Republican re have good authority for stating that steps have
ciples that govern trade, and from day to day
the
week,
but
with
this
exception,
we
think
all
steam, saw and grist mill of Messrs. Ross &
regulate and control the money market of the dent Pierce.
C. Libby it Son, and we will give some descrip turns give Chase one thousand majority, while j been taken for immediately proclaiming the
the Democrats give him t ree hundred. The Queen Empress of Hindustan, and that the next
“ In his second message in 1S54 ho 'made no our stores might be closed at the houi wo have Morrill locate! in Hamlin City. It is thirty tion of it next week.
world.
• »
• »
«
•
Republicans do not claim the election, as the telegraph advices will probably bring the news
In 1353 a new administration of the govern specific allusion to tho subject of the Tariff'. It named, during the fall and winter, without loss horse power and will be run day and night.—
official returns-may decide against Chase. With of such proclamation at. Calcutta.
ment was organized It proposed to change the bad been assailed hy the Southern men. In his to tho trader rr inconvenience to the customer. Straight-edged Walnut and red oak boards will
D rowned. We learn that two persons, fath the exception of a few official returns, the ma
le American peop
people were ; message ol Dec. 1855, he sugge-ts “ an early
policy under which the
The statement is generally regarded as ahsurj
then acting, through their government.
revision and reduction of the tariff of duties on We hope the system of closing early may be he had at $30, per M. and uackberry, Elm and or and soil, were drowned by the upsetting of a jorities are reported in round numbers.
on simply Constitutional grounds
cotton wood boards at §25 per M.
It found throughout the country, East, West, imports.” It is now so generally conceded— adopted.
A large stone was thrown at a passing train
boat,
at
Sail
Harbor,
in
tho
squall
on
Tuesday
North and S mtil, perfect peace, an entire and that th o p u rp o s e o f re v e n u e alo n e pan j u s ti f y
S tr e e t A s s a s s i n a t io n .
A g a in I eajr to a ll w h o a r c a b o u t c lo s in g lip
on the Eastern Counties Railway, which enter
alternoon, while crossing from tho main shore
stable prosperity. The government of the Unit* Hie imposition of duties on imports, that in re
ing a cutriage, struck Prof. Rogers of Bjston
V3~ S. M. Veazieadvertises the “ MacGregor business in the East and looking for a locatii n to Spruce Island. The boat had sailed nearly
N ew York, Oct. 19.
ed States expeuded at that time §54 000,000 ; an justing the import tables aud schedules which
tu the face breaking his jaw bone.
At
ten
o'clock
on
Saturday
evening,
as
Mr.
Furnace,”
and
also
his
large
assortment
of
in
the
West—to
the
young
man,
about
starting
it h id a surplus accumulation of specie in the unquestionably require essential modification, a
aertss, when she was upse’, and was in very John Swedsun. an engineer residing in West
Catharine ll.iyes, the celebrated singer, was
treasury of §21,009,009, and it anticipated an :'^parture from the principles ol the present Stoves, in our present issue. Mr Veazie keeps in an active business life, come out West, come shoal water, so that it was thought somewhat
married in Loudon to Mr, Bushnell of New
27th
street
was
quietly
walking
along
Tenth
increase of that surplus to $30,000.(100 io 1857 Tariff is not anticipated.
a full assortment of Stoves and Tin-Ware, and to Hamlin, you shall be received with a hearty singular that both father and son should lie avenue, near the corner of 21st street, in com York.
and §44 000,000 in 1858. Such an alarming if
Tnere is a direct conflict, both in the matter
The London Morning Star of Saturday posi
welcome, the hospitalities of the pioneer shall drowned. We understand that the name of pany with his wife, he was set upon hy three
not fatal accumulation of coin in the treasury . of policy and the mutter ol principle, between , urchasers will do well to call on him.
rowdies, one of whom, without any provocation tively announces that toe Governor General of
be extended to you ; you will always find the these persons was Parnell.
of the country, led the administration in 1853 ; his message of ’55 and that ot 53 In the first
India
is recalled. No other journal has the
whatever, drew a dirk-knife and stabbed him
to attempt the adoption of a policy with regard instance he says that it is geneially conceded
7Sr 0ne of our exchanges in an account of i [ateh-string of our cabins on the outside,—pull
to the heart. The assassins, who are said to lie | rle" ato tl-e facts then existin ’.”
that the purposes of revenue alone should gov a crime perpetrated somewhere, has this par-| auj come in.
Truly Yours.
W. G. S.
The Lady' s Home Magazine for November is boys eighteen or nineteen years old, effected
The speaker here paid a high compliment to i ern us establishing the revenue tables. Now “graph ;
L ake S uperior N ews. Quite good winon our table. The leading engraving, entitled their escape.
1
1
.
.
<every other man that has gone before him, withJ ter anil spring wheat has been harvested in
the official character and integrity of Mr. out a single exception, had admitted that while
“ Suspicion finally rested upon a German,
For the Uazetie.
“ Mathematical Abstraction,” —wherein the
t C h ic a g o ___ the Ontonagon district. Upper Michigan.—
T r e m e n d o u s C’o iilla g r a la o u
Guthrie and then said :
establishing a tariff for revenue, we arc entitled named Mich Daclangler, When found, he had
L e t t e r fr o m I lli n o i s .
mathematician, evidently engaged in the study L oms E s t i m a t e d a t $ 3 0 0 , 0 0 0 »—Four L ire. From live and a half acres, 125 bushels of
•• He presented in December. 1853, a remedy 10 Lie incidental protection which a revenue a gun and a large quantity o f matches loose in
Central I llinois, )
of some difficult problem, tioids an egg carefully L o s t.
i heavy winter wheat were produced. A por*
•for the difficulty to which I have referred, the tariff will afford and that may be sufficient to his pocket!"
Oct. 12 1857. )
in his hand, wuile he has put his wa'ch in the
CntCAGo, Oct. 19. The most destructive con-1 t(j"u of thi* C[°P was Purchased for seed a t
accumulation of $21,000,000 of surplus in the sutlol> tl,e manufacturing interests of every
“ Mich” must have had a capacious “ pocket,”
D
ear
G
azette
:—Your
smiling
and
familiar
Treasury, and what lie proposed as a remedy for ParJ' °F the country.
pot to boil,—is a fine picture. The fashion-plates, flagration which ever visited this city, occurred ,
Per bushel.
and the fact that he carried about fire-arms
the increasing expenditures of the government,
1 hen again, the President says, “ that in reface bearing date of Oec. 1st, finds me this af patterns, &e. &c. are numerous and excellent — this morning. The loss is estimated at §606.- \ At the Ogimaw copper mine, five men in
and as power to bring those expenditures within adju-ting the imperfect tables and schedules, a and matches “ loose ” therein, we consider a ternoon a little sociably inclined, therefore, if a
600.
The
following
are
the
names
of
the
printwo
months took out 21,767 pounds of ore,
I his is one of the best of the magazines.
the r .les of waat he thought to be strictly right departure From the present tariff is not antici circumstance fully competent to justify “ sus
cipal losers, ami the sum of their losses
Cor-: estimated at 75 per cent of pure ore. Tho
Both Houses of Congress had declared
few lines from my pen would be of interest to
and correct, was this—a revision of the revenue l':lted
picion.”
mick
St
Co.,
hardware
merchants,
$40.000;
C
O
pper
mines arc said to be iloin«- well.—
laws of tlie country. From the year 1846, that it was a departure from the tai iff of 1846.
your readers—here you have them.
Godey’s Lady’s Book for November has been Fitswortli & Co., clothing, $40,000 ; J . IL Dun-! miT; „
„e \r„
t
.
ham, $20,000 ; Mr. Shay, dry gnods, §130,000: J.
sur"-y of Marquette and Ontonagon
when the tariff o! that year was established, n J the President in his statement unilounicdly
K5” We call the attention of purchasers to , It isfriendly to meet with an old acquaint received. Its engravings, patterns, fashion- Cook & Co., hooks'Ih-rs, .<130,000; Edward K a d ro a d is completed.
The grade to
when its operation was very clearly oreseen, ecogniz d the truth of titeir declarations But
and depicted hy many distinguished men in our he had them another measure in hand—for it is the advertisements of our friend " Wentworth,” ance in a strange land, and agreeable too, for plates, aDd literary articles are fully up to the Hempsted. grocer, §40.000 ; and Lewis & Page, L’Anse is not over fifty feet per mile, and
midst, until the day when Mr Guthrie entered not often that a mail will give up a matter in which may lie found in to-day's paper. lie of every word or idea is pregnant with Bomethin high standard of excellence which •* Godey ” oil store. $70,000. The insurance amounts to the heaviest will not be over 70 feet, it is
upon the admisitratiun of the Treasury depart and, unless he has something el.-e in view, es
interesting and pleasing. Even advertisements always maintains. It may be found at Spear’s. $300,000. The origin of the fire is not koown.! said. Iron ore, heavy timber, and good a<rment, there had been no policy suggested to this pi-cially if he bus been educated in New Eng fers good bargains to all who wish to purchase are read through, und each article .and name
Jolin Dickey, Peter Kennan, firemen ; Mr. Bar- ricultural land exist along the route,
country, which united the different intere-ls, laud. [Laughter ] lie had another idea in his Hats, Caps, Furs, ’ Boots, Shoes, Rubbers,
num, variety storekeeper, and Mr. Clark, hard
rises
a monument in tlie memory—adds a stone
P eterson' s Ladies National Magazine for ware merchant, were killed hy the failing of
which reconciled the conflicting elements of dif head ; and what was it, think you 1 It was the Gents’ Furnishing Goods, &c. He always has a
ferent p irties, which drew to its support the Nebraska bill, aud thus out of his devotion to good stock on hand, makes brisk sales, und be to that great structure which a life time rears November hus come to us with all its many at walls. Fears aro entertained for tho safety of: An Active Sunday in Boston.—The followleading men o f diff-rcot sections, r.-pic-cnted this last measure, lie was led to abandon the
*ng >8 tbe record of murder und crime in Boston
and death in a moment levels with the dust.— tractions undituinished. «fflie present number others who are missin” .
the d fluent industrial pursuits of this country, measure which immediately affected the indus- lieves in advertising.
' from Saturday until Monday : A policeman was
Methinks now, far away by tho side of the is equal to any of its issues. Spear has it.
Tne measure that he propo.-ed had this bene- trla' interests of the country.’
shot dead while in the discharge of his doty ; a
blue ocean, as I approach Rockland from my
M a y o r W o o d R c u o u i in a l e d .
sporting, but orderly and peaceable man fatally
fieint result. It was that the eight schedules
Mr. Batiks here adds some further remark
S7" By reference to our foreign news column,
stabbed, without provocation, while his com
of the tariff of 1846 should be reduced to two; wjt|, reference to President Pierce’s abandon, the reader will perceive that it lias been semi- country home, I see the white spires piercing
N ew York, Oct. 16.
ST A T E
OP M A IN E
panion received such wounds as to place
him
that one schedule should pay a duty of 25 per
. .. , ,, . , • ,
■- ,.
. ..
Mayor
Wood,
was
renominated
hy
the
Tam.
.
, . tne
, other should embrace a list
;
ment ol “ that which was Ins hrst auministra- officially (1) announced in London that “ it Is the leaves like a fair white hand thrust through
cent., and, that
many Democrats last night, by a unanimous • upon the very brink of death ; and an infant
BY THE GOVERNOR:
was suffered to starve to death, evidently by
of free articles; raw materials imported into this
policy,” and his taking up “ this new qttes- intended to reduce the recruits from 5 fqet 6 a clustering vine, and pointing like finger-boards,
vote on the first ballot.
the desire ol its cruel parents. Then a man
c iiintry, to be use I in manufactures, and which tion of Kansas,” and then proceeds to the dis- inches for the civalry, to 5 feet 5 inches ; and to heaven the last and final resting place of the A P R O C L A M A T I O N
who was quietly passing through tiie streets
wen- necessary to the kdustrial prosperity of i cussion of tho ori ; ,listor„ cllaracter un(1 ob.
— FOR A DAY OF—
Latest Foreign N ews. The following dis Sunday evening, received a malicious stab from
from 5 feet 5 inches for infantry to 5 feet 4 in immortal Spirit. It is pleasing to sojourn with
the land, It was received with great lavor m .
. .
every part of the coumry In the Congress of Jec& °F Dmt “ new principle of government ” ches ” We sincerely condole with tho “ re the past, but we must away to scenes new and P U B L IC ! T H A N K S G I V I N G A N D P R A I S E . patches were received at Liverpool just previous a rowdy as he went by him ; and one woman
to the sailing of the steamship Asia, which ar fractured another's skull ; while a inan vented
the United States it had the immediate and warm which declares “ that the constitution and Hie cruits “ in vieiv of the melancholy anticipation of this life.
A public expression of grateful homage to rived at New York on Saturday morning ;
his spleen by knocking part of a woman’s teeth
support of the New England manufacturers, p of the Union carry the institution of slav- of being “ reduced ” a full inch, and trust that
The letter from Hamlin City, K. T., has been the beneficent Author of our being and the wise
London Saturday morning, Oet, 3. It is down her throat.
aided
and inrepresented
hy StatesV;'1’
Mr
district;
the Middle
^
they shall he extendthey will bear the approaching infliction with read attentively and will, if time and space per Dispenser of events well becomes a thoughtful setni-iiffieialiy announced this morning that it is
mits receive further notice. That there are two and conscientious people, and is an irrisistible intended to reduce the recruits Irom 5 feet 6
port of the Democratic party, connected w ith;0^ ”
e conclude our extracts by subjoining becoming fortitude.
More Stabbing Affrays.—We are called upimpulse with every citizen who discerns in nur inches for the cavalry, to 5 feet 5 inches ; and
the iron interest of that great section ol the ; tho following paragraphs, which form the clos-!
-----------------------sides to a question, no one will dispute, and it origin and progress unambiguous proofs of Prov from 5 feet 5 inc.ies for infantry, to 5 feet 4 ’ on this morning to report two more cases of scr
Mr’S i r i c , 1himre'f'lic'id tffH rel'reasurH La in- P"rtion of this P
of the address'
I
Wo have seen a Ch!nese fan of skiIlful may be that your correspondent has the—right idential Care.
atches, the age to be extended to 30 years.
■ioa8 assaults in this city, which took place last
No people can ho more sensible of this than
It is also announced that u further force of evening.
partment. The President of the United States
“ Now this is the principle which has been workmanship whieh was presented to Mr. S. G. side. Lot that suffice for tho present and hear
the inhabitants of our favored State, where tli 10,000 militia is to be at once called out. This! Dennis Warren, an Irish carpenter, who lives
give it liisappruv.il; it was presented to the esLklished as the Constitutional law of this, Dennis, of the ’‘ Thorndike Hotel," by Mr. something about tlie Missouri.
will
raise the force of embodied militia to 25,- at No. 7 Athens street. East Boston, and is posleading
interest
necessarily
looks
lor
prosperity
coumry as an administration measure, upon country, and to which every interest has hepn j
r, p E....E, , -r i? -j ,..t,;a. Thpfanisuf
S t a l e F a i r a t S t. L o u i i .
i sessed of a competence, was spending the evento that Paternal Love which presides over the 000.
which the administration was to place itself, IlIlade subordinate, having reference to tho wel-j , • , r
j
,
It
is reported that Mr. Thomas Bently Locke *ng at the “ Bottle House,'’ so called, a tenevicissitudes
of
the
seasons
and
tempers
their
al
and which would have maintained the pros- !are ol the country, and the prosperity of the a kind °f silk, neatly embroidered and stretched
After a pleasant ride over the very popular
formerly a partner in the firm of Messrs, liar- ! ment on Second street, formerly a glass-house,
perity it had theu acquired, and freed the people II)eoIde‘ " e haye attained in those five years on a circular frame. Tho embroidery is very St. Louis, Alton aud Chicago R. R. having left ternation:! so that tlie harvest shall not fail.
In order that the people of this State may rison, Watson & Co., bankers, Hull, has put an but now inhabited by a colony ot Iri-li families,
and the Country from the impending ills which . °F conlest—of sectional contests in one house ■skillfully executed. Mr. P. also -presented a the sweet little city whieh will for the present
unitedly offer their tribute of gratitude to God end to his life. Tlie assumption is that the un During tho evening some old feud of long standv.ere then dearly predicted by all men.
Uotig.esS. and ol sectional contest in the 1 res- ■ . .. r
p ,, r
_ p , ,,
1 need scarcely speak at'length upon the tJcntal campaign of last year-after lighting up 1
Hr fan t8 Capt. Cobb of the Steamer Rock- c mtain your humble correspondent, just as the for the varied mercies of their lot, by the ad- fortunate gentleman was involved as a large >ng was renewed and from high words with
measures of this great topic. The expenditures and down lor five yea s, wo have the prosperity i laud.
sun was brightening in the eastern horizon, the ice and consent of the Executive Council, 1 ap creditor of the bank, or of the parties impltca-. Catharine Corcoran who was in the room, ho
point Teusday, the nineteenth of November ted in its failure. Mr Loeke was well known came to blows, und seizing an old cheese-knife,
of the Government have front its commencement
theiiidustri.il interests, of the commercial,!
--------------------------broad Mississippi was spread out before us.
Hull, and highly respected
! with a blade about six inches long, he gave furbeen collected chiefly by duties on imports — “^ c u ltu ra l and manufacturing interests of this |
„
obli«’in,’ corresnandent “ S ” I n s wending its way through the most fertile valley next, to he observed according to the usage of in Tho
total ascertained subscriptions from nil ’ a severe cut about the arm, inflicting a seveto
our fathers, as a day of Public Thanksgiving
The duties on imports have been levied upon country all paralyzed, crushed, and lor the time
” 7
J1
r ' P '
quarters
to
the
Indian
fund
do
not
exceed
£100,but not dangerous wound limothy Kelley
and
Prame.
the principle
principle iof revenue for the maintenance of Jc^oyed ; hut we have a government estab , our thanks for the interesting letter from “ Ceil- my eyes ever beheld. We (our party consisted
and Cornelius Bowen, who were present, enAnd as we gather ourselves together around 000
the Government, und the incidental protection lishuig for t l i e brst time in the history ol m an,1tral Illinois ” which appears in our present is- of three, i f you allow me to count editors,) at
hir
E.
Bering
has
resigned
his
seat
for
East
j
deavored
to pot a stop to the affi-.iy, but they
the
centres
of
domestic
affection,
in
obedience
principle that where the constitution and, . „ w „
n
.1 ,
u
of the industrial interests of the people. From the
the American flag go, there goes the institution 5U°
“re Ver? Confldent that “ would once steped on board the Packet Reindeer and to the attraction whieh acts through our love Kent, and William Katies has again boeuine a
received cuts with tl e kntle Tho form.-r’s
the time of General Washington until this day
candidate.
hand
was
cut
upon tho b ick. the cords being
of
the
living
and
our
memory
of
the
dead,
may
was
paddling
down
the
broad
river.
Turning
and hour, there has never a Government nor a !of slavery, not only against the laws of God,! “ Please our r°aaers ” to know that our corresA dispatch from Weimar mentions that noth- ' severed, and the latter s finger was cut to the
pondent would spend some of his “ idlo mo- toward Alton as we were moving away with a we be able to understand the significance of the
po iey, nor a measure, of this character, that i but against the laws ol man.
ing
had
been
decided
its
to
when
the
Emperors,
hone.
.A
policeman
was in the vicinity, and
did not s and onthese two elements—theDvving . !
FHIow citizens, if you are not satis- i ments ” in “ scribbling ” for the Gazette, as he shining sky above and those turbid waters be tie which binds U3 to our kindred, aud to see
| rushed ,n> but the transaction was over hefore
in it the type of the relation which we should would take their departure.
of duties onimports, for revenue, and the i'nci- !ied ((- r‘cs of “ no. no. ) I ask you, when su„„estE j j ig jetterg w;u (,e verv we|come
neath
us,
ue
could
hut
admire
the
picturesque
bear to the whole family of ntan.
The funds were prejudiced yesterday by large: be arrived. Warren was arrested and taker, to
denial protection of the industrial interests of -'ou Fiokuponthe industrial wreck all about us, I 72
,
r
Given at the Council Chamber, at Augusta, sales. The amount of stock thrown upon tlie, the Sixth Station, and tjier.ee to the 1'ombs.—
the country. (Applause.)”
. if you are satisfied with this principle establish" e consider ourselves remarkably fortunate appearance of those rugged hills which strike
this thirteenth day of Oct., in the year one market is stated as not less than £200,000, and Mr. Daley was summoned, and gave such medi' After further'illustration of these principles, ed-uSh ’0 p
W
,'9
gOeS S °Ur “
correspondence,” as we have the eye of a New Englander as a little like home
thousand eight hundred and fifty- seven, and the s lies are believed to have been partly on cal assistance as was required.
by allusion to the declarations of Mr. Calhoun, the flag^nd the Constitution m a^go'’ '(L md n°7 “n abla c«rreBPondeDt ,D Indiana, m lilt- and,too,they furnish variety when we have seen
I Thomas Kennedy and Thomas O'Hara, (Irish)
of the Independence of the United States banking account.
The demai d for mcncy is extremely heavy in became engaged in a drunken brawl in Merritho eighty second.
ia 1844. and to the free dist of more than six cries ..I No! No!) No! the people ol th e ,”018’ “nd in Kansa8- whose letters are quite nothing but level prairie and “ not a stone at
all
quurters,
and
the
applications
at
the
bank
mac street last evening, when the latter drew a
JOSEPH
H.
WILLIAMS.
all.”
hundred articles which Sir Robert Peel gave to u,liled S'a (C8 can never be satisfied with this! equal to the “ correspondence” of any of our
e extensive. The mass of bills falling due to knife and stabbpd the lormer in the head. The
By the Governor:
■( A tii'biaso I
cotemporaries, and will be read, from time to
Arriving at St. Louis the first object was to
the English' manufacturers in 1846, the speaker ' *1
.
wound was serious, but probably will not prove
day
are
extraordinarily
large.
A
lden
J
ackson
,
Secretary
of
State.
But what is its object—what its purpose 1— time, with much interest.
get a place to rest our weary limbs when night
fatal. O’Hara was promptly arrested,—Boston
Continues,
| what is to be its result it successful? To give
Journal. Vilh.
should overtake us, as every traveller through
Robbed.—Mr. C. P. Carter of Belfast and
“ The message itself was objected to. And to the slave labor of this country the absolute
Mr. Sprague, owner of u lust factory in North
Mr.
J
.
M.
Bailey
of
Morrill
lutd
their
pockets
from what part of the country did the objection supremacy over the material interest and over QT Tho launch of tho Great Eastern has life should do but oh, how many there are who
Since the commencement of tho financial
Bridgewater. Mass, has purchased one hundred
c ime ? 1 have already said that the measure free labor. 11 is to make the slave the dominant been still again postponed, and the day now forget the future! Our success was somewhat rilled at the Quincy House in Boston last week. icres of wood land on an island in the bay of troubles, eight weeks ago. business ol the teleThe thief entered their sleeping apartment while Fundy. within five miles of tide water, fo /4 4 graph lines has increased from 75 to 100 per
was proposed by a Southern secretary ; that it power, not only in the moral and the industrial,
different,
but
at
last,
found
ourselves
in
pos
they were asleep, and abstracted what money
was avowed, maintained and advocated in his hut also in the political aspects of the country, fixed upon for this important event is the second
session of a room with three beds only one of they had in their wallets Mr. Bailey Ins: about ;s. an acre, and intends to supply his factory cent; the total number ol messages sent from
message hy the President of the United States , Vain futile idea ! The slave a representative of November.
with the stock. The land is well covered with and received in New York hv all lines on od<i
thirty
dollars, and Mr. Carter suuie five or six. rock maple, beech and birch.
whieh
had
been
chartered.
Wo
felt
satisfied
as
that it united the manufacturers of the East to of the power of the constitution! Vain anl
day having reached nearly 5000.
the great industrial interests of the rnidd'e futile idea! In the presence of G od-in the
KJ- At a meeting of the Directors of Lime of course, we were obliged to feol and immedi
States; and drew together men ol different par- presence of tuts enlightened age—in the pres- n
™
While the merchants of New York are all
W ild Cherry Bark and Tar, by an ingenious
ately
prepa
red
to
visit
the
Fair
Grounds.
All
ties, und answered the wants of different sec- enee of the American people, such a policy nev- ock Bank, on luesday last, Hon. II iram G.t
combination with a few other simples, afford us
A Self Made Man.—Hon. Andrew Johnson i well stocked, it is said that there are now lying
tions of the country. North, South, East aitdicr can reach success (Prolonged applause). Berry was citosen President, und A. D Nicu- sorts of conveyances—omnibuses, hacks, fur the surest antidote known for consumption of just elected to the U. S. Senate from Tennessee, in the Custom House stores of that city, imporWest Upon what ground and from whence ; Even the burning language of Curran is phlcg- ols, Esq. was re-elected to the office of Cashier, niture wagons, carts, drays and vehicles with the lungs. Dr. Wistar, in his Balsam o f Wild had a very obscure origin, nnd no educational ted goods to the value of thirty millions of dolcatue the opposition I It came from the South- inatic and dull in giving the denial to this im■ _________ _
out Dames—were labeled ’For the Fair Grounds,’ Cherry, has produced a remedy of untold value. advantages. After he married, his wife taught lars.
ern part of the country, and from Southern pudent and unholy claim of the slave power.—
„
him his letters, and while ho prosecuted his:
statesmen, upon the ground that it was a pro- No matter in what language his doom is proonow. A gentleman from the Iloosac in all sorts of lettering, and we soun found our
Mr. J. F. C. Hyde, of Newton. Mass., has al
calling as a journeyman tailor, to support his
The Hingham Journal is authorized to family, he acquired the simplest rudiments of ready manufactured five hundred gallons of good
tectivo measure, designed to secure the ndvunt- ; nnu-iced—no matter in what battle his liberties Tunnel, yesterday, informs that snow lay selves on the way thither on a cart without seats
nge and pri-speiity of the manufacturing inter- have been cloven down —no matter whatcom- upon the mountains to the depth of six drawn hy two mules and steered by “ a gentle state that the Attorney Geueral will try the education. He served in the United States molasses from tho Chinese sugar cane, and his
mill still continues in operation.
ests of the country, which were chiefly in the Iplexiun incompatible with freedom an Indian or i inohes.— Franklin Democrat, l^th,
Hingham poisoning cage ever again.
House of Reptegsntativsg ggvaral yean ago.
man of the Irish persuasion,”

<5ht' M o r f c la it h f o r t h ' ,

A g ric u ltu ra l P a ir.

T. A. WENTWORTH,

The cattle show and fair at Waldoboro last
week was a decided success. The Lincoln Coun
ty Society is comparatively new, but is making
rapid steps to an equality, at least, with those
longer established, and apparently with greater
advantages.

DEALER IN

At Waldoboro the show of neat stock was
large, and in the opinion of many who were at
Bangor, surpassed that at the State fair in
quality. The Hall—Tibbetts & Fish’s—in which
the show of manufactured articles, dairy pro
duce fruit, Ac , were exhibited, was handsome
ly decorated, and the articles for show were ar
ranged with gaol taste, and with an eye to a
good expose of each. The ladies contributed
largely irorn their own handiwork with the
churn and the needle, and added much to the
interest of the whole. Tho people of the coun
ty generally, ladies and gentlemen, turned out
upon the occasion, and there can no longer be a
doubt that our society is one of the institutions
of the county. T ie people of Waldoboro, in
particular, are deserving of much praise for
their cheerful efforts in promoting the success
of the exhibition.—Lincoln Dcmocrqt.

HATS, Caps, Furs, Boots. SHOES)
B U F F A L O

G EN TS’

R O B E S ,

F U R N IS H IN G

G O O D S,

N o . 2 S p o ffo rd B l o c k , R o c k l a n d , M e .
Opposite Thorndike Hotel.
HIGHEST PRICE PAID FOR SHIPPING FURS.
I would have it expressly understood that I keep con
stantly on hand a large slock of Rich and Fashionable
Goods, which a re purchased wholly (or C ash; and as I
buy tor Cash, and sell for Cash only, I do not have to
charge paying customers exorbitant prices to make up for
bad debts, consequently, I can sell you Goods fifteen per
cent, cheaper than you tan buy at any other place in the
State. Please call, examine, and satisfy yourself,
prices and quality.
T. A. WENTWOJTH.
Rockland, October 7.
41tf

Notice.

M A R IN E

T o t h e r e a d e r , o f t h e R o c k l a n d G n .e t t e .

I have noticed in this paper for two or three
numbers the following notice,.to w it:

A great fire at St. Petersburg, lately destroy
ed 170 vessels, laden with produce.
Minnesota.—The New York Tribune puts
confidence in a dispatch frum “ a most reliable
friend,” announcing the success ol the Republ i
can State ticket of Minnesota. It is the most
important election of the year, as two U. S.
Senators and three members of the House de
pend upon it.

NO. 4 SPEAR BLOCK.

c u l* , P e r f u u i e r y n u d F a n c y G ood*.
W ater in the Dbsert.—The sinking of artes
— ALSO —
ian wells in Algeria, and especially in the Des
ert of Sahara, is taking place on rather an ex P A P E R HANGINGS. W IN D O W CUR
tensive scale The operation of boring only oc
TAINS, FIREBOARDS AND BORDERS.
cupies a few days, owing to water being found
RO CK LAND, M E.
43tf
Oct. 23, 1856.
at a depth of from 150 to 200 feet.

Defensive A lliance, W est.—The merchants'
W I G G I N ’S
of t ie far West are acting in a body, and great N E U R O P A T H I C
F L U ID ,
difficulty is apprehended in the collection of I
for the cure of
debts, especially as they seem to have formed a Rheumatism, Neurnlgiu, Cramp, Toothache, Ague in the
defensive alliance with the lawyers. The merFace, Cholic, Cholera, all Internal Pains of the
Stomach and Bowels, Pain in the Back,
chants of St. Anthony and Minneapolis met in
Side and Limbs, Cuts, Burns, Chil
convention and resolved to ask a general exten
blains, Cold Feet, Sprains,
Spinal Aflections,
sion. S t . Paul merchants have done likewise; .
&c., <kc.
lawyers
have
agreed
not
to
prosecute
or
levy
any
, ,,
____ ._ r
.1 ,
- j
J
J
The subscriber having discovered and thoroughly tested
attainments tor tile same period.
purely vegetable and almost specific remedy for a large
_______________________

class of painful maladies, hereby invites the afflicted to
for themselves the merits of his invalubie preparation.
For all the complaints in which this compound is recom
mended, it is confidently believed the public will find no su
perior.
The Neuropathic Fluid produces its almost Magical ef
fects by its combined Stimulant, Laxative-Tonic and AntiSpasmodic powers, chiefly directed to the Nervous system,
and is warranted free from all narcotic, acrid, or other dele
terious properties.
As the proprietor wishes to bestow no false eucomiums
upon his discovery, lie will refund the money paid for the
medicine in any case of failure where it has received a fair
trial.
Prepared only by N. WIGGIN, and for sale by C. P.
FESSENDEN, N o.5, Kimball Block.
J. IL ESTAB ROOK, Jr., Agent for Camden.
Rockland, May 21, 1856.
21tf

H orrible.—At Uelhi the diabolical cruelty of
the Sepoys is horrible to relate. They paraded
all the European heads up und down the city in
a c irt; and at Allahabad the Ctli native infant
ry, who had received praise in the morning for
their loyalty to government, fell on their officers
in the evening while they were at mess, and
killed 17 of them The adjutant of the regi
ment they nailed to an arm-rack, and made a
target of his body ; another officer was pinioned
to the ground with bayonets, and a fire lit on
his body.
It lias been demonstrated by experiment that !
the refuse of Chinese sugar erne may be profit, !
able used in the manufacture of paper.
O h iiisth e greatest wool growing State in
the Union. She produced a crop this year worth
six millions of dollars.
The ibody of Jeremiah
Thurlow
of
Deer
T i
« .
, Ai
.1
Isle, who was one of those lost by the upsetting of a boat between Fifield Point and
Crotch Island, about three weeks since, was
found near Gross’ shore, Deer Island, last
week. His grandchild was found a few
days previous.
The South is not likely wholly to escape
the financial revulsion which has been
brought upon the country by its tariff laws.
Dispatches from the South say that the
pressure upon cotton, tobacco and *• niggers”
is fearful. The prices of negroes in V ir
ginia have fallen thirty-three per cent,, and
no sales at that ; and the Washington Re
public says that prices of negroes in that
city have fallen 25 per cent., and adds :—
“ The South will feel this crisis later, but
not less severely than the Northern States.”
A fair wind last Saturday brought into
Buffalo a large fleet of grain vessels. The
receipts of wheat, corn and oats added up
531,955 bushels, the largest amount of any
day this season. From the published clear
ances a t Chicago, there are now afloat from
that port to Buffalo 300,000 bushels of
wheat, most of which is already due.

D U T C H E R ’S
32> 3Z3

W OOD & C ASK M A R K E T

Reported for the Gazette, by
A L D E N U L M E R , I nspector.
R ockland, October 22.
Lime per cask,
(
Casks,
_
]
Kiln-wood, per cord,
$2,25 la) 3,(

S P E C IA L N O T IC E S

S H

O

533133223 rmvrr.tgA era _?3IXrgtrnvt,
C. W. ATW ELL, Portland, State Agent.
P. FESSENDEN, mid N . WIGGIN, Agenu
Medicine
j Rockland, and sold by Druggists and Dealers
generally,
Sllf

A TW ELL’S HEALTH RESTORER
GIVES AN APPETITE.

A tw ell’s H ealth R estorer
Will prevent your food from hurting you.

ATW ELL’S HEALTH RESTORER.
Will strengthen the enfeebled system -

A TW ELL’S HEALTH RESTORER
Will keep the Stomach and Bowels regular.

A TW ELL’S HEALTH RESTORER
Will cure Weakness and General Debility.

ATW^ELL’S HEALTH RESTORER
Is a cure for Sour Stomachs.

A TW ELL’S HEALTH RESTORER
Is a cure for Headache and Sick Headache.

A TW ELL’S HEALTH RESTORER
Cured your neighbor, and will cure you.

T it I* TT,
C. W . ATW ELL, Deering Block, Portland, General
Agent.
C. P. FESSENDEN, and N. WIGGIN, Agents for
Rockland, and sold by Druggists and Dealers in Medicine
generally.
31tf

Mother?, Mothers, Mothers.
A N OLD NURSE FOR CHILDREN.—Don’t
1JL fail to procure Mrs. Winslow’s Soothing Syrup fur
Children Teething, Il lias no equal on Earth. No mothc
who has ever tried Mrs. Winslow’s Soothing Syrup fo
Children will ever consent to let her child pass through the
distressing and critical period of teething without the aid of
this invaluable preparation. If life and health can be es
timated by dollars and cents, it is worth its weight in gold,
Millions of Bottles of Mas. W inslow ’s S oothing
S yrvp are sold every year in the United Slates. It is an
old and well tried remedy.
None genuine unless the fac simile of CURTIS & PER
KINS is on the outside wrapper. Sold by dealers iu Medi
cine generally.
C. P. FESSENDEN, Agent for Rockland.
8m28

GRiiAT ENGLISH REMEDY.
S IR JA M E S C L A R K E ’S

DOMESTIC PORTS.
NEW ORLEANS—Cld 9th, ship S R Mallory, Lester,
Liverpool, brig Margaret A Stevens, Butler, Havana.
Adv ships Ostervald, Jarvis, for Cadiz, passage only;
Amelia, Wallace, for Glasgow, ldg; barque Alvarado, Bur
ton, for Boston, do.
SAVANNAH—Ar 14th, brig Oregon, Race, Wiscasset.
Ar 12th, schr George Davis, Phillips, NYork.
Ar 13th, ship Rhine, Hanford, NYork; barques Exact,
Frisbee, do; Dublin, Huntley, Cardenas; sell Marcia Farw, Blaiadell, Rockland.
Ar :5th, brig Dirigo, Brookins, Wiscisset; sell Ella John
son, Harbor Island.
Cld 16th, barque J W Reed, Reed, Philadelphia; brig O
C Clary, Philbrook, Rockport, Me.
CHARLESTON—Ar I4th, se ll La Plata, Hutchings, Bos-

Ar 13th, steamers Catawba, -Hawes, Havana 10th inst;
I4th, Memphis, NYork.
In the offing, a ship supposed the John Ravenal, from
Iverpool.
Adv ship Lydia, Jones, for Liverpool, large part cargo en
gaged.
Ar 15th, sch Lucy A Orcutt, Sweetland, Rockland
GEORGETOWN, SC—Ar 13th, brig Preutiss Hobbs,
Carver, Searsport.
Cld 14th, sell Dazzle, Dodge, West Indies.
WILMINGTON, NC—Ar 15th, brigs C B Allen, Wass,
Boston; Principe, Tomkins, Baltimore: sell Gun Rock,
Wilson, Lubec
Below I4th, schr Champion, a barque and two sells. At
Five Fathom Hole, brig Albert Adams, for Boston. At
Smithville, schs M A Johnson, lor do; Rescue, for Portland.
NEW YORK—Ar 17th, schs Mayflower, (of Bucksport)
lopkins, Jacinel; Princess, Lovell, Boston.
Also nr brig A Peters, M’Farland, Trinidid; Handy King,
Brown, Mobile; Lucy Atwood, Paddack, New Bedford; sch
El Dorado, Stone, Boston
PROVIDENCE—Ar lGili, schs Ludwig, Walden, New
York; Richard S, Dennis.
Ar 19th, schs Snow Squall, of Camden) Amsbury, (late
Crockett deceased) Charlesteu 26th ult.
NEW PORT—Ar 19th, Br brig Christian. Providence for
Sydney; schs Grecian, Aurgess, NYork; Fashion, Childs,
New Bedford for St Marks; Orris Francis, -----, Thomas
ton for Virginia
In port, sch Mary Emily; did not sail 15th for Bangor.
BOSTON—Ar 19lh, brigs Toccoa, (of Camden) Patten,
ieorgetown SC, Alamo, (of Machias) Parsons, Philadel
phia; schs R 11 Wilson, Hulse, do; Mohawk, Henderson,
do; Juniata, Harrington, do.

FOREIGN PORTS.
Ar at St Stephen 11th inst. ship Harpswcll, Stover, Bos
ton: 13th, Br barque Royal William, Hughe*, do; 15th,
brig Indian Queen, M’Gregor, Eastport.

DISASTERS.

8. M. VEAZIE.
43

Rockland, Oct. 38 ’57.

T H E

B A K

BOOTS AND SHOES,
'T 'H E Subscriber has just returned from
L NEW YORK, BOSTON anil PORTLAND, with a
Large Stock of

warranted .

H a t s

ine article, at
41tf

MADE

R

All of which were purchased Wholly for C a s h aud
will be SOLD at a very M iuall p r o f it .
T. A. W ENTW O R TH ,
N o . 2 S p o ffo r d B lo c k ,
Opposite Thorndike Hotel.
Rockland, October 7, 1857.
4 Itf

BUY

3D

y

o

F U E L

rjO for inlc at

D ru g g ist a n d A p o th e c ary .

L adies’ Rubber Boots,

McGr e g o r

G O O D S

Lotsee o f Foreclosure.
W H ER EA S, WILLIAM GALLAGHER ol
VV Whitefield, in the County of Lincoili b> his deed

daled O c . 1st, 1855 recorded in "the office of the Register
of deeds for said County, Book 206-, page 352, mortgaged
to Mathew Lynch, of Gardiner, two parcels of land in
Whitefield, described as follows, to w it: one parcel being
part ol lot numbered fifty-seven, on a plan ol said town,
and containing sixty-five ue.es more or less, being t^e
North-West eud of said lot, and same conveyed to said
Gallagher b\ Jason M. Carlton of Whitefield, also one
liter parcel bounded Easterly on Ihe branch so called,
Northerly on land of J unes Mallay. Westerly oil land of
.’ho,lias Anderson, and Southerly on laud above described,
being same premises deeded to said Gallagher by James
Bryant, which Mortgage having been duly assigned to me,
and the conditions thereof having been broken 1 give this
notice for the purpose of foreclosing the same, agreeably
ihe provisions of lire Statute iu such case mude aud
provided.
JOHN WAKEFIELD.
Augustff, October 8,1857.
3w42

buy your

B

i'

Best Portable Furnace ever made.

I n . O N .

Xi£kx*se I F L o o m s ,

G

O O

B

At BROWN'S, No. 4 Bviry’s Bluck.

H A TS & CA PS.
MEN’S BO YS’ AND C lIIL D K E N ’S
Soft Hats all Styles and Colors.

M EN’S AND BOYS’
Plush and Cloth Gaps.

C H IL D R E N 'S FANCY CAPS.
All of which will be sold at the very L o w e s t C a s k
P r ic e * , at
BERRY A RICHARDSON’S.
P. S. a large lot of Ladies’ aud Misses’ Gaiter Boots
at C o n f.
Rockland, October 8, 185741lf

IMPROVED FURNACE!

In Ellsworth, 29th ult, by A. McAllister, Esq, Washing
ton Briggs to Mary W. Maddox, both of E; 3uth, by Hon.
A. Wiawell, Horace Whittier to Augustine Lampson, both TT ALWAYS gives P E R F E C T SATISFA Cof Franklin.
I T lO y , and ii the
Eastport. 22d ult, by C M Williard, Esq, Thomas Bright,
of Penfield, NB, to Miss Martha McDonald, of E.
In $t Stephens, NB, by Rev J R Brownell, Gapt James
L Y O N ’ S
Peterson, (of barque Ilyack,) of Machiasport, to Mis* Mary
Hannah Hooper, of the same place.
In Augusta, 3d inst, at the Insane Hospital, by Rev D C
T
S C -ZA.
I t i« u o s m a l l s t o v e a f f a i r ,
Ingraham. Robert G Jone* to Betsey K Blaine, both of A.
THE MOST CELEBRATED
In Boston, 12th inst, Mr Robert W Messer to Miss Laura
E Bird, of this city.
but something that can he made to
P R E P A R A T IO N FO R T IIE H A IR
In Boston, 12lh inst, Mr Cyrus V R Bovnton of this city,
The World has ecer Known !
to Miss Mary M Jones of Gamden.
H E A T F R O M T H R E E TO T W E L V E
In Thomaston, 5th inst, Mr Joseph E Bray, of Boston, to
The immense sale of this unequalled preparation—nearly Miss Louisa Delano, of T .; 11th. Mr Thoma* Kinney to j
1 . 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 B o t t le * p e r Y e a r 2
Miss Elotsa A Harrington, both of St George.
I
In Lowell, Gen Richard T Dunlap of Brunswick, to Mrs 1
proves its excellence and universal popularity.
Ann Palmer of Boston.
without any extra driving, and with less • fuel than any
C. W . ATWELL, Portland, Slate Agent.
In Camden, 9th inst, by Rev Mr Washburn, John Sides, ! other Furnace.
Esq,
of Waldoboro, to Mrs Caroline M Billings, of G.
’ 1 O ’ Always warranted to give satisfaction, or no sale.
C. P. FESSENDEN and N. WIGGIN, Agents (or
In Bucksport, 10th inst, by Rev H K Graig Edward Swa- ! Manufactured and sold by
R ockland, nnd sold by Druggists and Dealers in Medicine
zey, Esq, of B, to Miss Laura J , Hawes, of Orland.
j
SAM’L M. VE a ZIE,
g enerally.
8ltf
RocSland, Oat. 22, '61,
3m43

D R Y

gO O T S

V E S T IN G S .

Satins,
Cashmeres and
Grenedines,
To suit the most particular tastes, and which will be made
to order and at prices for Cash to defy com petition.
ALSO,—A good selection of
C L O T H S fo r B O Y S ’ A N D C A I L D R E N .
Y o u t h ’s C lo th e * made to order at *hort notice,

C. G. M O F F IT T ’S
V E R Y

F U L L

STO C K

OP

sale or retail at II. HATCH’S Millinery Rooms,
No. 3 Lime Rock Street, a full assortment of the cele
brated W i l t o n Y n r u * .
Rockland, Oct. 7,1857.
4Itf

GENT S F U R N IS H IN G GOODS,
in great variety.
ALSO,—A large variety of

U N D E R S H IR T S A N D D R A W E R S.

D. STABLER would moat respectfully return hl*
sincere thenks to hi* friends and the public generally for
the liberal patronage bestowed upon him, with the re
quest that they would agiin call before purchasing.
Particular attention paid to the cutting of garments to

©

NEW GOODS!

OQ
G C

M E N TO B U Y T H E IR

I N G ,
CaVPS,.

C L O T H
H A T S

■&

F A L L & W IN T E R !

o

u

Consisting in part of

A t JO S E P H KAUFM AM 'S

NO. 4 B E R R Y ’S BLO C K ,

FOR OVERCOATS.

UNION PILO TS

HAS juet opened some of tho

FOR OVERCOATS.

O p p oaatc C u s to m H o u s e B lo c k ,

COM M ON

BUY
V '

O

S eason able Goods

F A N C Y C A S S IM E R E S ^ - D O E S K IN S ,

Y OUR
o

o

BLACK,
B noW N ,
of various qualities.

c l

At BROWN’S, No. 4 Burry’s Block.

BLUE

ever in store. LADIES are particularly requested to ex
amine some beautiful

CLOTH

P L A IN

VESTINCS.

D IM E R O C K

— A LSO —
Low priced FANCY CASSIMERES for B oys* P a n t s
just the article for winter wear.

rFIlE Stockholders of this Company are here-

1 by notified that their ANNUAL MEETING will be
hebl at the office of the Company on MONDAY, the 26ih
day of October 185” at 3 o’clock, P. M., for the choice of
seven Directors and to transact such other business a*
may legally come before them.
C. R. Ma LLARD, Secretary.
Rockland. October 6, 1857.
3w41

AND G EN TS’ FU R N ISH IN G GOODS,

S IL K S .

l x i t o o t s ,

P L A ID S ,

B c F a in s P la in a n d P r in te d .
Aud a very large as.ortuient of

which will be found the largest and cheapest in i
market.
Also a large lot of

i- y <C3- o o d
|A t BROWN’S, No. 4 Berry’s Block.

FANCY

jF®2 7 1 3 3 .t o d . T
BOULEVARD

Keady-M ade Clothing,

YOUR

AND

B F A C K S I L K S , a splendid lot.
BLACK VELVETS, for Basques and Gapes
R A W S I L K S , very handsome.
A L L W O O L DeLA IX S,"plain and printed,
V A L E N C I A S , all prices.
A L L W O O L P L A ID S .
C O T T O N »u<l W O O L d o .

SUPERIOR RICH SILK. VELVET VESTINGS,
WORSTED and COMMON’VESTINGS in great variety.

F i r e an<l M a r i n e Iu M iirn n ce C o m p a n y *

BUY

and

moat Elegant

Styles of

P IL O T S

v e r y l o w p r ic e d .
G E R M A N A N D A M E R IC A N

3?

J. "W . B IL O W N T ,

S U P E R IO R H EA V Y B LU E PILO TS

C H E A P CLO TH IN G S T O R E ,

PRINTS,
GINGHAMS,

Trunks, Valises, Carpet Bags, Umbrellas,

FLANNELS,
ANU HOUSEKEEPING GOODS.

nt’d all othei goods usually found in a Clothing Store.
Rockland, October 7,

ALSO—the usual variety of

To the Honorable Beder Fales Judge o f Probate
within and fo r the County o f Lincoln.
J} ESPECTFULLY represents, J E. HUNT,
IV Gunrdi.iu forCVLl’IIHUNlA. f . and CLARENCE I).

BUY YOUR
-y
G r
a> o
cl
At BROWN’S, No. 4 Berry’s Block.
X’

LINCOLN, SS.—At a Probate Court held at
Wiscasset within and for the County of Lin
coln, on the 6th day of October, A. D. 1857.
THOMAS W IIIX and J. J. PERRY, nnmI cd Executors in a certain insirumeut purporting to be

tho last will and testament of KNOTT CROCKETT. Tate
ol Rockland in said County, deceased, having presented
the same for Probate :
OitDbKEL),—That the said Executors give notice to all
persons interested, by causing a copy of this order U be
posted up in a public place in the city of Rockland and by
publishing the same in the Rockland Gazette printed at
Rockland, tnree weeks successively, tha't they may ap
pear at a Probate Court to he held at Rockland in said
County, on the 29th day o f October next, and shew cause,
if any they have, why the said instrument should not be
proved, approved, aud allowed as the last will nnd testa
ment of suid deceased
BEDER FALES, Judge of Probate.
A true copy A ttest: —E. F oote , Register.
3w41

BUY YOUR
3Z> 3? V
G t- o
o
c3L
At BROWN’S, No. 4 Berry'B Block.

(TJ* All of which will be sold at very low prices,
K°cklai.d Sept. 29 1857.
40tf

& © ©

TP

2)

At BROWN’S, No. 4 Berry's Block.

I l l i u s s i a t a t eobi

S i I L L i N

E R

Y

.

P I. H A T C H ,
A t N o. 3

L IM E R O C K S T R E E T .
J S now offering to the L.idie:
J- of Rockland a d vicinity a choice
stock o f carefully selected

M illin ery Goods,
adapted to the approaching season
which will be sold wholesale or retail
at the lowest price lor GASH. Ladies
will please call und Examine before
pu rchasing.
Rockland, Oct. 7,
3m4I

BUY YOUR
□S
ypy
At BROWN’S, No. 4 Berry’s Block.

M

W
JU S T

f O

!

P a r a H ia a c O il !

pVERY house, factory, shop or office in town or country
J may he lighted more brilliantly and more economical
ly by using Paraffine Lamp Oil, than by any olher
Oil, Cainpheiie, Burning Fluid, or even Gns itself.
Paraffine Oil, in use, is ns cleanly as fluid, is not explo
sive, gives a more brilliant light, and i* more economical
th.tn any other oil.
The comparative cost of an equal amount of light from
various Oila and Fluid at their respective retail prices i«
shown in the following table, prepared by Mr. Edward N.
Kent, a leading auulyiical and practical chemist of New
York, who say s:—“ Pnraffine Oil give* a brilliant and
dazzling light, doe* not ignite when a lighted match ia
plated directly iu the oil, doe* no’ resinify by exposure to
the air, and consequently does not gum the wick, and
mav be entirely consumed iu a lamp without depreciation
in the quantity or quality of the light,” dec.
Cost of an equal
Material.
Retail price.
amount of light.
Paraffine Oil,
$1 00
§o 15
Rapeseed Oil,
150
031
Whale Oil,
100
042
Lard Oii,
125
061
Sperm Oil,
225
o92
Burning Fluid,
087
100
Paraffine Lamp Oil may be used in Cam phene, Rosin
Oil, Kerosene, or other lamps with button burners (uow
in common iise) or in Argand lamps, wuh suitable chim
neys. In using Paraffine Oil the lamp wicks require no
trimming, and when once ignited will burn wiibont fur
ther care until the oil is all consumed- As the oil burqa
freely it is best to keep ihe wick low and not allow it (o
appear much above Hio surface of the wick holder. For
sale by the subscribers,
JOHNSON, HUNTER & CO.,
’5 Commercial wharf, Boston, Agents for Co.
6. 1857.
3m41

I

F A L L A N D W IN T E R

LINCOLN, SS.—At a Probate Court, held nt Wiscasset,
within and for the County of Lincoln, on the 6th day of
October, A. D. 1857.
On the foregoing petition, Ordered—That the said peti
tioner give notice to all persona interested in said Estate,
that they may appear ai a Court of Probate, to be hidden
al Rockland, within and for said County, on the 29lh day
of October, inst , by causing a copy of sai<l petition with
(his order to be published in the Rockland Gazette printed
at Rockland iu said County, three week* successively,
previously to said Court.
BEDER FALES, Judge of Probate. I
A ttest:—E. F oote , Register.
A true Copy—Attest.•—E F ootm, Register.
Sw41

3Z 5

TRIMMINGS AND EMBROIDERIES,
C A 11P E T S A N D F E A T H E R S .

BUY YOUR

ULMER, minors and heirs nt law of JOSEPH ULMER,
deceased, late of Rockland, that they are seized iu right of
said Ulmer to a certain portinn of the following described
real estate, to w it: a piece of land situated in Rockland,
bounded as follows beginning at the angle formed by
Main and Spring streets ; thence running by said Main
street South 10 1-4 s West 94 feet to the dower lot ; (hence
by said dower lot North 83 1 2 3 West 60 feet; thence
North 10 1-4° East 94 leet to said Spring street ; thence
by snid Spring Street 83 1-2°
East 60 feet to the
first hounds, —That he has been offered by Thomas Frye
for three-sixths of said land one thousand dollars which
he verily believes would be to t' e advantage of all parties
concerned to accept the aforesaid offer, the proceeds to be
used in paying certain debts of said wards; the balance
to he put to interest for their pcisoual belied*. He there
fore pray* he may be authorised aud empowered to sell
the same according to the statute in such cases made mid
provided.
J. E. HUNT.

M

C L O A K IN G GOODS.

R E C E IV E D

J. W. BROW N,
AS on hand a great variety of CLOAKS

H
B E R R Y & R I C H A R D S O N ’S ,
NO. 7 KIMBALL BLOCK
V

and

C L O A K IN G

G O O D S,

very shade and price.
ockland, Sept. 23, 1857.

3gtf

M AN CH ESTER

S P L E N D ID assortment of

Y P tlll G - o o d s ,

S C

A . L 1 C

W O RK S.

adapted to this MARKET—such as,

Ladies’, Misses’ and Children’s Kid Foxed CONGRESS
BOOTS.
Ladies’, Misses’ aud Children’s GAITERS, all colors.
Ladies’, Misses’ and Children’s Kid CONGRESS BOOTS. CCALES of every variety constantly on hand
C/ and warranted equal io any in the market and at price*
Ladies’ Kid and Cloth CONGRESS BOOTS, with heels
to correspond with the limes, such as
“ KID BUSKINS, all qualities.
UNION OR FAMILY SCALES.
“
French and American Kid SLIPPERS.
GROWERS
“
Ladies’, Misses’ and Children’s I’eged BOOTS, ail styles.
COUNTER
•*
Laide*’, Misses’ and Children’s RUBBERS <fc SANDALS.
EVEN BALANCE
“
Gents’, Boys’ and Youths’ Thick BOOTS.
WHEELBARROW
“
“
*•
“
Calf
COAL AND HAY
«
“
“
“
“
Calf BROGANS.
For sale by
“
“
“
“
“ CONGRESS BOOTS.
J. C. LtnilV 4 3OX,
“
“
“
“
Thick SHOES.
C u .l a u i U a u .e B l o c k .
Rockland, Aug. 18, 1857.
Gents’ aud Boys’ Goa* and Grain Slippers.
Mlf
Gents’ Rubber BOOTS and SHOES.
RocklariB, Oct. 6, 1857.
41tf
B U R D E N ’ S

Pressed Boat, Ship, B rad an d C ounter
sunk R ailro ad Spikes

BUY YOUR

NOTBUNG

ilto
n Y arns.—For sale at wholei

C L O T H IN G ,

of bi* own manufacture, which he will warrant none to
excel, and will aell at extremey low price*.

40tf

A RE well known iu the United States, and a r.

HOOTS, SHOES OR R U B B E R S ,

W

C U ST O M -M A D E

Ju st opened and now ready for SALE

Will not be obtained ; but all persons in want of
will find a good assortment at a very low price, at the
Store of
BERRY «L RICHARDSON.
Rocklan d, Oct. 6.
41tf

FOR OVERCOATS.

A large variety of

Velvets,

0

at B RO W N ’S
No. 4 Berry’s Block.

FOR

ot

KERSEYS

W A IT E D ! !

buy your
D R Y GOODS

G O O D S

D AtrBROWN’S,
y a-No. 4oBerry'so Block.
cl

LINCOLN, SS.—At a Probate Court held at Wiscasset1
within and lor the County of Lincoln, on the 6th day o
October, A. D. 1857. On the foregoing Petition, Ordered,
That the said Petitioner give notice to all persons inter
ested in said Estate, that they may npffenr at a Court of
Probate to be hnlden ut Rockland within and for said
County, oi. the 29th day of October inst, by causing a
copy of said Petition with this Order to be published in
the Rockland Gazette printed at Rockland in said County,
three week- successively, previous to said Court.
BEDER FALES, Judge ol Probate.
ttest: E. F oote , Register.
j A Atrue
copy—A t t e s t E . F oote , Register.
3w42
'

now on SALE and adapted lo the SEASON, con.i.tlng

A t B R O W N ’S . N o . 4 B e r r y ’s B lo c k .

A

0

□

FRENCH,
Spruce Gum , Spruce Gum.
GERMAN, and
ENGLISH
HAVE just received a nice lot of Spruce
. Cum.
F. o . COOK,
BROADCLOTHS,
I7tf
City Drug Store.
DOESKINS,
CASSIMERES,
ENGLISH PILOTS,
BUY YOUR
BEAVERS and
*

F or Sale.

B

CITY DRUG STORE.

S A V E R .

0

s

F resh Stock o f Cloths

O(< Boxes Lemon and Raspberry Gum Drops

It is compact ami simple in its arrangements, consumes
less fuel for the same space heated than any oilier furnace
A t B S O W N ’S, N o . 4 B e r r y ’s B lo c k . now i.i use. These Heaters or Furnaces, are for sale, and
will be put up by the subscribers, und warranted to do all
they are recommended o r n o s a l e .
The above cut represents the 15 inch Heater set so a*
to warm the room it set* iu und the room or looms above
it.
J. C. LIBBY & SON.
l 1-2 Story House, situated on Grove Street,
Rockland, September 16,1857.
said House is new, finished throughout, porch and
barn attached, and will be sold at a bargain.
For teirns &c., enquire of
JOHN FLINT.
BUY Y O U R
Rockland, Aug. 10. 1857.
33tf

)

g

I would call atteution to my place of business and to
the entirely.

Gum Drops.

© §

the County of Sullolk, deceased, represents. That the
Personal Estate of the said deceased is not suillcieiit bihe sum of two thousand Dollars io answer the just debt*
and charges of A< miui*tration : he therelore pray* that
he may be empowered and licensed io sell and convey so
much of the Real Estate of the said deceased n* may he
sufficient to raise the said sum with incidenal charges.
JAMES NOYES,
by SAMUEL C. FESSENDEN, hi* Att’y.

®

R o c k la n d , M e .

A N Infallible Remedy, for sale by the agent,
TL
p.
F. G. COOK.
COOK,

o ’a

a

CITY DRUG STORE.

heating Rooms over i t has an Oven
attached which Bakes admirably.

BUY YOUR

T. A . W E N T W O R T H

Shoes

s

TUST received at
V
37lf

CHALLENGE HEALER.

BUY YOUR

43

CITY DRUG S
STORE.

IlouchiiBs’ Corn Solvent,

PA TEN T PORTABLE
TAGES w ill leave ROCKLAND for BATH every
morn ing Sundays excepted—at 2 o ’clock and 6 1-2
’clock, A. M. arriving at Bath iu season to connect with
ie 1 o’clock A. M. and 4 o’clock P M. Train* foi PORTL
AND same evening.
RETURNING—will leave BATH for W iscasset, Damariscottn, Waldoboro’, W arren,Thom aston and Rockland,
i the arri val o f each train of cars at Bath.
J^OR warming with pure air
A Stage also leaves MAINE HOTEL, D n i n a r in c o t t a
for Gardiner, immediately on the arrival of the Stage from
P
R IV A T E au d P U B L IC RO O M S. H A L LS
Rockland, every day except Sundays, passing by Damaris
cotta Mills and through Aina, Whitefield, East Pittston
S tu d ie s . C liu r c b c a . S t o r e s Sec.,
and Pittston arriving at Gardiner in time for the Boston
train of cars.
with or Without REGISTERS, the most P o w e r f u l
RETURNING—W’ill leave Gardiner for the above nam H e a t e r , and the greatest
ed places on the arrival of the Boston train of cars, arriv.
ing at Damariscotta in season to connect with the Stage
from Bath (or Rockland. F a r e $ 1 « 2 5 .
IN THE KNOWN WORLD.
J T. & W . BERRY & CO., P roprietors .
Rockland uan, 3, 1856.
2tf
This Heater when set in CELLARS fo r

$

cut si a n d . C3 zx s

41tf

H ouchins’ S tarch P olish W afers.

S

D R Y

II

LA

ci o

$ 1 ,0 0 0

t e

A t B R O W N ’S, N o. 4 B e r r y ’s B lo c k .

Is selling New Style
This invaluable Medicine i* unfailing in the cure of all
those painful and dangerous diseases to which the female
Cheaper than ever for Cash.
constitution is subject. It moderates all exeess, and
moves all obstructions, and a speedy cure may be relied

W H I T E ’S

Elderberry W ine.

YOUR

< 3r o

s j a .j K r F ’o m

To the IIon. Beder Fales, Judge of Probate,
within andfo r the County of Lincoln.
TAMES NOYES, Jr., Administrator of the
♦I Esiute of HORACE S. BRADLEY, bite of Boston, in

I L S O N

UXPRESSLY for Invalids, for sale at

City. Drug Store.

T . A . W E N T W O R T H ’S .

Prepared from a prescription of Sir J. Clarke,
M. D ., Physician Extraordinary to the
Queen.

Sign Blue Mortar.
W

At BROWN’S, No. 4 Berry’s Block.

june 3, (23)

C H E A P F O R CA SH GO TO

C e leb ra ted F e m a le P i l l s .

T a ilo r ,

6 Bottles (br One Dollar.

GENTS’ FURNISHING GOODS.

Stage a n d R a ilro a d N otice

©

ST A B L E R

L'J- tid e direct from the Manufacturers, for sale at the
above price, at
CITY DRUG STORE.
41 tf
Sign of the Blue Mortar.

-y

F V

D EA N

TVTRS. Winslow’s Soothing Syrup, the puroar-

S T R E E T ,

©

J u s t R e c e i v e d by

CITY DRUG STORE.
Sign Blue Mortar.

41tf

GENTS’ GLOVES AND MITTENS AND

N EW YORK.

©

W IN T E R

T*HE genuine article for sale at
-L
CITY DRUG STORE.

Buffalo Robes a n d Goats.

SHIPPING & COMMISSION

S V

AND

R ussia S alve, 17 Cents p er Eox.

SH O E S and
R U B B E R S.

M E T C A L F & DU N C A N ,

©

FA LL

QIR James Clarke’s Female Pills. The genu-

BOOTS,

M e r c D .a n .t s ,

A F R E S H ” STO CK

75 Cents per Box.

a n d C a p s ,

C USTO M

J . R . M . Will furnish C r a c k e r * a n d H a r d
B r e a d nt wholesale as CHEAP as ihey can be bought
ny other establishment i the Country.
Rockland, Sept. 23, 1357.

S O U T H

genuine article, for sale at the above price at
CITY DRUG STORE.
41 t f
Sign of the Blue Mortar.

NEW STYLES

'F IIE Subscriber having leased the BAKERY
*- at the Brook and having completely remodelled and
fitted up the same, is now prepared to furnish the citizens
in that vicinity and the public generally with

2 3

OANFORD’S LIVER INVIGORATOR—the

of all description*.

A T TH E BROOK.

a

PO act as local and travelling agents, in

-L business, easy, useful and honorable. SALARY
8100 PER MONTH. A capital of $5 only required. No
patent medicine, or book business. Full particulars given
free to all wno enclose return postage in stamp* or siiver,
and address
W IL L IA M JO H N SO N ,
Sandow u, N . H .

BLOCK,

75 Cents per bottle.

L A D IE S ’ F A N C Y F U R S,

E R Y

Brig Ganges, (of Richmond—supposed Me,) Jones, from
Wilmington NC, 1st inst for Buenos Ay re*, put into Port
land Ifc'tli inst, in distress. On 12th inst, lat 30 10, Ion 62
during a hurricane, had sails split, boat stove, and caused
the vessel to labor heavily; shipped a sea. filling the cabin
mid store room with water, which damaged most of the |
stores and spare sail*. On 13th, the crew being sick and I
BUY
YOUR
exhausted, bore away for the nearest port Capt Jones ,
has been sick with fever since sailing, nnd owing to the ex ,
posure dav and night during the bad weather, is now very j 2 0
3?
C3r
o
o
d .
5
low. Tile first officer is sick, but ha* managed to keep on :
deck. The second officer is alio very sick Night of 14th, !
Antonio Lopez, a native of Spain, died of fever, after an ill- .
A t B R O W N 'S , No. 4 Berry's Block.
ness of ten day*. The Ganges ha* been a* far E as Ion 58, 1
in lat 30 ; bore* a wav for this port iu lat 34, Ion 53 30, since ,
which has had heavy gales from the SE; and since the 13th ;
has sailed 857 miles tinder foresail and reefed topsail. 16th, j To the Hon. Bebeu F alks, Judge of Probate
oil' Cape Ann. took a heavy squall, had sails split, and the ! fo r the County of Lincoln
vessel rendered unmanageable. Crew sick, and vessel
liESPEtU ’FUULY represents DANIEL COW
leaky
Sch Martha Hall, of Waldoboro’, at New York 18th from d - ING, Guardian to LUCY JANE COWING, a minor
Jacksonville, had NE gales the entire passage; lost fore lop and heir nt 1tw of DOLLY COWING late of Rockland,
gallant mast, and fore boom, had sails split, Ac.
deceased, tint said minor is seized iu her owii right of a
Sell Snow Squall, Amsbury, (late Crockett, decenscd) certain lot ol land in said Rockland, bounded as follows
which arrived at Providence on Monday morning, sld from beginning til 'he Easterly line of High Stieet so called
Charleston Sept 28, and on 4ih inst, off Cape Hatteras, had and at John Spofford’s land, thence jrunning by said Spoff
a heavy gale from NE. during which the vessel sprung aleak, ord’s line South 74 degrees East, 75 feet to Curt line A.
and has continued to leak during heavy weather at the rate Mitchell’s 1 I. thence by said Caroline A.’s South 10 deg.
of 500 strokes per hour—shifted deck load of lumber, Ac. West 65 feet, thence North 84 degrees West 75 feet to said
Had heavy NE and NNE wind* from 2d to 16tli inst. On street, them e by said street North ll) degrees East 7rt feet
16th, l‘M. off Barnegat, during a heavy blow from NW , lo the first bounds,—that said lot of laud is unproductive
carried away bobstay, split mainsail and sustained other and that ii would be for the benefit of said minor that said
damage.
land should be sold and the proceeds of said sale secured
to her on interest, thut an advantageous offer, to w it: the
sum of two hundred and twenty dollars has bdtn made to
SPOKEN.
him for the land aforesaid. He therefore prays that license
Oct 3, off Hole iu the Wall, barque Joseph Fish, Phillips, may b e granted him to sell aud convey the same under
the provisions ol law.
from NYork for Cardenas.
Oct 8, lat 29 34, ion 55 1-2. brig Kate Anderson, from
DANIEL COWING.
Georgetown SC for Barbados*, all hand* sick, except mas
Rockland, Sopt 2, 1857.
ter and cook.
LINCOLN, SS.—At a Probate Court, held at Wiscasset,
within nnd lor the County of Lincoln, on the 6th day of Oc
tober, A. D. 1857. On Ihe foregoing Petition, Ordered, That
the said Pensioner give notice to all persons interested in
IF YOU WISH TO BUY
said Estate, that they may appear at a Court of Probate,
to be lioldei. at Rockland within and for said County, on
the 29th daj of October inst., by musing a copy of said
Petition, wi.h this Order, to be published in the iiocklaiiti
Gazette pril led at Rockland in said County, three weeks
successiveij, previous to said Court.
BEDER FALES, Judge of Probate.
A ttest:—E. F oote , Register.
A true copy—A ttest:—E. F oote , Register.
3w42

r. fessen deK

K . LN-

will be done at short notice, and

Sailed.

B o o ts a n d

The Old to Restore the Ilair,
AXD THE YOUNG TO PRESER V E IT,
- - - • U S E
- - -

Job W o rk a n d P lu m b in g

BREAD AND BEANS baked every SATURDAY
Evening.
(ET He will also continue the BAKERY on Sea Street,
where as heretofore will be found every thing in hi* line
of business.
JAMES R. MERROW.

TO MARRIED LADIES

M otherw iu th e N u r s e r y .

which will be rfoid C h e a p e r t h a n t h e C h e a p e s t !
Call and examiue befure purchuaian elsewhere.

50Q
A C T IV E YOUNG MEN,

SIGN BLUE MORTAR.
’Vliolesale and Retail Dealer in DRUGS, MEDICINES,
CHEMICALS nnd PATENT MEDICINES of every ap
proved kind, CHOICE PERFUMERY, HAIR DYES
SOAPS, COSMETICS. JELLIES, OLIVES, CITRON,
MACE, FBJS, LARD and LINSEED OILS, PAINTS,
DYE STUFFS, PAINT BRUSHES and PORTERS
BURNING FLUID. All of which will be aold at the
loweat market price, f o r e n a h o r a p p r o v e d c r e d i t ,
Rockland, October 7,1857 .
41 tf

C IT Y 1

Oct 16th, schsMelbourne, Hunt, Bangor; Superior, Rob
inson, Boston. 17th, sells Hiawatha, Simonton, Boston;
Justiua, Smith,'do; Martha. Brackley, do; Granville, — ,
do; Sarah, Tyler, do; Myers, Rhoades, -----; Eben Atkins,
Marston, Salem; Utica, Thorndike, Portland; Freeport,
Sherman, do; Amanda t ’owers, Robinson, -----, Pern,
Thomas, Bangor; Sarah Louise, Yeaton, Portsmouth; bark
Laura Snow, Crockett, Bostop. 18th, sells Pawtucket,
Ross, Boston; Mt Hope, Post, do; Sisters, Thompson, do;
barque E Williams, Snow, Dix Isle for Washington. 20th,
schr Alnomak, Tate, Newburyport, 21st, schrs Lagrange,
Fales, NYork; Empress, Holbrook, do; E verett,-----, Bos
ton. 22d, sell* L Dean, Drinkwater, NYork; Mirror, Hix,
Portland.

I T Every person should read the advertisements of it is peculiarly suited. It will, in a stioi time, bring on
BUY YOUR
G rindle 's Maoic C ompound, and Ancient J apanese the monthly period with regularity.
L ife P i ls , which appear alternately m another column.
Each bottle, Price One Dollar, bears the Government
Tnv them and be cured .
291y
at T. A. W EN TW ORTH’:
Stamp of Great Britain, to prevent counterfeit*.
Cheap (or Cash.
C A U T IO N .
~ c 7
These Pills should not be taken by females during the
F i r s t T h r e e M o u th s of Pregnancy, as they are sure
to bring on miscarriage ; but at any other time thev are
T. A. W ENTW OR TH
safe.
Is selling
N O . 5 K IM B A L L B L O C K .
In all cases o f Nervous and Spinal Affections, Pain in
_________ R O C K J ^ N D , M E . ________ the Back and Limbs, Fatigue on slight exertion, palpita Cheap for Cash.
4
tion of the Heart, Hysterics, nnd Whiles, these Pills will
DR BANKS has moved t> bis residence effect a cure when all other means have failed, nnd al
on Middle Street, which may be distinguished at night by a
though a powerful remedy, do not contain iron, calomel,
red light in front, plainly to be seen from Main Street.
antimony, or any thing hurtful to the constitution.
Next door to A. H. Kimball's.
H E N ’S RUBBER
BOOTS
Full directions accompany each package.
W i » t a r ’H B a la a m o f W i l d C h e r r y .
Gan be had at
Sole Agents for the United States and Canada,
The Editor of the International Journal says : —
T. A. W EN TW ORTH’S,
JOB MOSES,
“ Of nil the specifies ottered for the cure of Lung com
F op a l i t t l e M o n ey .
plaint*. we have the greatest faith in \ \ IST a R'S BALSAM
(Late I. C. Baldwin &. Co.)
OF VV1LD ClIERRV . Free fsom rhose nnrtotic iugrediRochester, N. Y.
entswhich enter so largely into the composition of some
N. B $1,00 aud 6 postage stamps enclosed to any au
other patent medicines, it acts without injury to the ner
vous system. vVe speak of this valuable medicine from thorized Agent, will insure a bottle of the Pills by return
F o r G E N TS' GLOVES and M ITTENS
personal knowledge ol its effects Scarcely two years
have elapsed since n member of our family was raised from mail.
Of all descriptions, CHEAP for CASH go to
the very brink of the grave through its use ; ond in several
>r sale by C. P. FESSENDEN, and N. WIGGIN
T . A. W EN TW ORTH’S.
aubschwwi cases where it oas been administered in our
household, it has never once failed of the desired effect — Rockland ; and one Druggist in every town in the United
We cheerfully commend it to our friends in te British Prov States. inces and among the 1rest of mankind,1 as a certain remedy
BURR, FOSTER A CO,, No. 1 Cornhill, Boston
for incipient diseases of the lungs.”
Wholesale Agents for New England.
None genuine unless signed I. BUTTS on the wrapper
G E N T S ' F U R N IS H IN G GOODS,
SETH W. FOWLE A CO., 138 Washington Street Boa
IL H. HAY & CO., Wholesale Agents for the State of
n t T . A . W E N T W O R T H ’S
ton, Proprietors. Sold by their agents everywhere.
Agents for Wistaria Balsam and Oxgenated Bitters,—C. Maine.
6m8r«26
P. FESSENDEN, and N. W IGGIN, Rockland; A. February 19, 1857.
SWEETLAND, Rockport; J. IL EST.ABROOK, Camden;
WM. COOK, and G. I. ROBINSON Thomaston. 2w43

G e n tle m en in t h e ir D re ss in g -H o o m s ,
Ladies a t their Toilet,

HATS AND CAPS,

THE

a u d P A S T R Y o f a l l d e s c r ip tio n * .

IS SURE DEATH TO THE WHOLE

S ingular D eath. In Cincinnati, on Sat
urday night last, an Irishman met his death
in a singular manner. He threw a stone at
two young men, when one of them, in re
turn hurled a brick at the Irishman, which
struck him with such force as to break his
neck, and cause almost instant death.
TH S
L IM E ,

f

IN

Arrived.

'

P A T E N T M E D IC IN E S , C H E M I-

A SSO R T M EN T

LO A F BREA D ,
BRO W N BREA D ,
CRACKERS,

K . W IG G IN ,
D ru g g ist a n d A pothecary,
DEALER IN

BEST

JO U R N A L

Oct 17th, schs L W Alexander, Alexander, Halifax; Tore s t ,-----, Key West. 17th, schs Ella, Ulmer, NOrleai s;
Wm H Titcomb, Manning, do; Mt Eagle, Ames, Richmond,
Va; Lucy Ames, Ames, do; Post Boy, Clark, Boston; Mi
nerva, Crockett, do. 21st, schs Concordia, Nash, Boston;
Gen Warren, Guptill, do; Bangs,-----, do; Ellen, Andrews,
resentation is utterly false and groundless, and said SPEAR do; U Sam, Farnham, do; Massachusetts, Kellar, do; Bolihimself knows It to be so. I immediately upon seeing said ver, Spear, do; Cadmus, Roberts, do; Leo, Ames, do; Par
notice iu the paper, sued said note, which suit is now pend, agon, -----, do; Martha, Brackly, do; Gannet, Fountain, do;
Sea Bird, Spear, do; Sarah, Holden, do; Chance, Haskell,
ing.
1DDO K. KIMBALL.
do; Sisters, Thompson, do; Pearl, Ingraham, Danvers; Ju
no, Walsh, Portsmouth; Mary Wise, Hall, Attackapns;
Rockland, Oct. 6, 1857.
3w41
Lucy White, Ingraham, NYork; E Arcularius, Brown, do;
Engle, Gregory, do; Coral, MacCarty, do; Ontivia, Jaine:
sen, do; E Herbert, Johnson, Providence; Utica, Thorn
dike, Portland; Freeport, Sherman, do; James R, Andrews,
..
Gardiner; barques Geo Leslie, Hall, NOrleans; E Williaiua,
Suow, Washington.

(Recently occupied by J . C. MOODY.)

PA L M E R S

CAN BE FOUND THE

500

F . G. COOK’S
C IT Y D R U G S T O R E ,

FURS.

A T N O , 3 B E E T H O V E N BLOCK

PORT OF R O C K L A N D -~

Great Haul of Counterfeit Monet.—W il
C A U T IO N .
liam Stanley, Joel Moore and Joseph F. Perry
undersigned hereby notifies and warns all
have been arrested, charged with being connect TUIE
A persons against purchasing a note of hand given by me
ed with a gang of counterfeiters. On the per toIDD O K. KIMBALL for 81358.50 dated August 27th
sons of the three was found over $2000 of coun 1857 payable to said Kimball or order on demand. Said
note was given without consideration, and procured by
terfeit money, some of it on the Chemical Bank false
representations by said Kimball. The said Kimball
of this city, (shrewd fellows,) which had not acknowledged 1 had paid the draft or check (for which said
note was given) to the Lime Rock Bauk. I shall never pay
been signed yet. They have all been locked up said
note.
in default of bail for examination. Stanley was
JOHN SPEAR
3w38
arrested a few days since on a similar charge, Rockland, Sept. If, 1857.
but managed to get clear in lack of evidence to
I ant surprised at such a notice and accusation, but
warrant a committal. Moore lives at Green- would not give myself the trouble to pay the slightest heed
point, L. I., and is said to be an old and suc it, were it not that this paper has. more or less circula
cessful dealer in the “ gum.” Perry is a real tion beyond my personal acquaintance.
est ite broker, and the present nail for Mrs. Cun Said note was given for a full consideration, and the
ningham on the bogus baby charge.—JVtui York charge made against me, that it was procured by false rep

Timet.

Stoves ! Stoves ! FURS,

In thia city, Oct Sd, Abby U, wife of Jeremiah M Johi£
sen, aged 37 years, 1 months 23 day*.
“ Yea, though I walk through the valley of the shadow
of death, I will fear no evil; for thou art with me ; thy
rod and thy staff they comfort me.”
In Belfast, 8th inst, Dr John Payne, aged 56 years 3d,
Inst, Frederick A son of Joseph and Eliza HcKeen, aged 6
years, 9 months
In Belfast, 9th inst, Mary Ellen, youngest daughter of
Thomas and Deborah Farrow, aged 16 years and 9 mouths
In Thorndike, 15th, Albert Douglas,* son of W M and
Mary Douglas, aged 5 years and 2 months; George Ilustus,
aged 36 years
On board barque Lucerne, on the passage from Bathurst,
Africa, to Norfolk, Benjamin Williams of Bath, and R. A.
Holmes of Providence—seamen.
On board brig Rainbow, at Georgetown, SC, 7th ult,
George Boutelle, of Edgecoinb first officer, aged 20.
In Thomaston, 7th inst, Danbry L, son of John S, and
Sarah A Young, aged 6 years I month.
In Thomaston, 11th inst, Charles H, son of Charles T
and Sarah S Starrett aged 5 years 5 months.
On board sch Snow Squall, on the passage from Charlesn to Providence, on the 8th inst, Capt. Eben C Crockett
master. He died after a short illness, brought on by expos
ure. He was about 2“’ years of age, a native of Rockport,
aud leaves a wife and one child.

At BROWN’S, No. 4 Berry’s Block.

Notice.
BUY YOUR
D R Y GOO D S at B RO W N ’S,
No. 4 Berry’s Block.

ALL persona having unsettled

accounts with

-FI. conspicuous for their regularity and finish, their un
varying uniformity of size, and (or the excellent quality of
the iron from which they are made, to which n ay be at
tributed their rare streugth. They are everywhere con
sidered far superior to the hand-made spike of common
English iron, and inferior to nothing of the kiud yet in
troduced to the public.
For particulars ami samples, apply to

’

BLODGET, BROW N & CO.,

SO a u d 8 2 P e a r l S i., B o s t o n , M t ..,,
the Old Firm ol INGR a MAM i THURSTOM are
51Iy
requested to call at the shop of P. THURSTON & CO., Dec. 18, 1856.
and attend to the settlement of the same without delay as
they may by so doing save costs.
TF you wish to buy good Jewelry at verv low
P. THURSTON 4c CO,
X price, call at SFEaB RBookitara.
out
Rockland, September 28, 1857.
40H

E . 11, S P E A R ,

NO. 2 SPOFFORD BLOCK,

Wholesale and retail Dealer in

ItO C K L A N U , M E .

FARE

RE D U C E D .

IN S ID E

L I ,Y E

L aw N otics.

.

H

F ir e I n s u ra n c e .

AVING opened a Liw Office in the city of
Rockland, under the firm name of

IS

the best Embrocation for all cases when a

liniment is required, that was ever prepared, while for
horses and cattle it-atands unsurpassed For pains in the
back, sides nnd limbs it acts like magic.
b
, IFAcre did you
Extract from a Letter dated Conneautville, Pa.,
J E W
E L R Y ,
Sept. 16, 1856.
UTeniworth!
jfti that opicndis
I never sold a Medicine that gives so perfect satisfaction
THE SPLENDID AND FAST SAILING STEAMER
qf course.
[ HAT?
IR S U R A N C E AGENCY,
as the Gargling Oil.
P A P E R H A N G IN G S .
Respectfully,
I. W . PATTON.
F i x e r G O O D S , S ic ., A c .,
S P O F F O R D B L O C K , M A I N S T .,
Extract of a Letter Dated Meredith Bridge, N. IL,
21tf
N o , 1 S p o ffo r d B lo c k *
July 20, 1854
Messrs . M. H. T ucker & Co.-. Gents,—The article
ROCKLAND.
ENNEDY’S Discovery, the puie article car
(Garglii g Oil) thus far proves nil that it is recommended ;
HOMOEOPATHIC P H Y S IC IA N &c.
be found at SPEAK’S.
it is a good medicine, no mistake. Those who have used
D A N IE L
W E B ST E R ,
it worn do without it. Send r box at once.
MEMBER
OF
TI1E
MAINE
MEDICAL
A880CIAT10N.
C A P T . S A M U E L B L A N C H A R D ,'
EKRILL'S Cream of Lilies for sale at
Yours,
j . v. barron & co.
2 Ilf
SPEAK’S.
AVING, the past winter, received a new set oi Boilers Memb.rof the Homcepathic College of Health <$c.
Extract of a Letter from L. Beecher, dated Kent, Cl.,
and been thoroughly overhauled and put in the best
May 24, 1856.
ALD H-inn the Pawnbroker, and "many oilier
possible condition for the accommodation of the travell DOCTOR EATON keeps constantly on hand the Vari
Gents,—I have sold the entire stock of Gargling Oil,
WILL TAKE RISKS ON
Yz new publications may be found at No. J Spoflbnl
ing cninmuiiity. has taken her place on the line between ous Homcepathic Medicines.
and it is good and effective.
Block.
2 Ilf
B n u g o r n u d P o r t l a u d . connecting with ihe cars for
D W ELLIN G HO USES,
From E. H. Parker, Bueksi ort. Me., December 25, 1856.
BO O K S, M E D IC IN E C H E ST S, E T C .
Boston, Lowell and Lawrence, and will run as follows:—
I have sold a large number of bottles of your Gargling
Leaves BANGOR e- ery Monday, Wednesday and Friday
Al/'GOD'S flair Restorative for sale'by
H O USEH O LD F U R N IT U R E ,
Oil to be used in the cure of Rheumntism, and have not
Calls left at the Telegraph Office in Rockland, or at his
morning at 6 o’clock, arriving a l ROCKLAND at about
’ »
S ltf
s i ’E
known it to fail in any one case. There is a great call,
STO R ES,
11 o’clock, A. M., and arriving at Portland ill season for residence in Rockport will he promptly attended to.
and
sales increase.
Rockport,
Oct
1856.
1)24
the 4 1-2 o clock train lor Boston.
V ’AXCY Goods of all kinds for sale very
STOCKS O F GO ODS, Extract o f a Letter from Bethuel Farley, dated Marlow
R eturning ,—Leaves PORTLAND for BANGOR and
cheap al SPEAK'S,
N. II. August 4, 1856.
intermediate landings on the River every Monday, Wednes
F IN IS H IN G R IS K S ON B U IL D IN G S
No. I Spofford Block.
day and Friday evenings, on the arrival of the cars from
Your Medicine gives satisfaction to all who have used it,
Boston, arriving at ROCKLAND every Tuesday, Thursday T E A C H E R O F P I A N O F O R T E , in process of construction, and all other In and takes the lead of any article of the Liniment kind in
T H A T ’S W H E R E E V E R Y B O D Y
J^UBIN
N’S Perfumery tor sale at SPEAR'S.
and Saturday morning at about 3 1-2 o’clock.
surable property, in the following companies, use in this vicinity.
. V o c a liz a tio n a n d H a rm o n y ,
F A R E ,-From Rockland to Boston and Lowell, $ 2 , 0 0
2Itf
Extract of a Letter from Messis. Cummings, Thomp
“
“
“ Portland,
1 ,5 0 W O U L D respectfully inform the public, that known lo be safe and prompt in the adjust
son «fc Co. dated Lisbon, N. II.. Dec. 22, 1854.
B UY T H E IR
First rate assortment of Pocket Cutlery ear
River Fares as usual. Freight taken nt usual rates.
As you will see, the invoice of Gargling Oil has nearly
VV lie can he found at MORSE BROTHERS, Music ment of their losses.
be found HI E. R. SPEAR’S.
21lf
M. W . FARWELL, Asent.
all been sold, and we are pleased to say that we have
Room,
Snow’s
Block,
M
miii Street.
Agent’s Office at his residence, No. 5, Elm Street.
Insurance
effected
in
Stock
Companies
or
never
sold a Medicine which has given more universal
He has permission to refer to the following gentlemen.
Rockland, April 22, 1856.
8m 17
satisfaction.
II. G. Berry,
A. C. Spalding,
Mutual as applicants prefer.
s u ELL and Buffalo Back Combs at SPEAR'S.
W. A. Farnsworth,
N. A. Farwell,
From N. T . Smith, Williamstown, Mass, March 29, 1857
31tf
F. Cobh,
T . Williams,
Your Gargling Oil gives great satisfaction.
W .H .T itcom b,
J T . Berry,
M A IN E IN S U R A N C E COM PANY, From
the Louisville (Ky.) Daily Democrat, of June4, 1856.
B lan k Books and S tatio n ery .
1. K. Kimball,
A N D H E H AS
AUG USTA, MR.
Rockland, April 15, 1857.
16tf _
Merchant’s Gurgling Oil has become one of the most
R. SPEAR has a very large and well sepopular liniments for human fiesh that is nowptepared,
C
a
p
i
t
a
l
$
3
0
0
,
0
0
0
.
• lected slock of Blank Books and Stationery which
ja c b rosevelt & SON.
while for horses and cattle it has no equal in tha world._
T W O
T R IP S
A W E E K .
he sells al very low prices.
J. H. W illiam s , Sec’y.
J. L. C utler , Pres’t.
We are assured by those who have used it for the piles—
Blank Books made to order.
one of whom is a distinguished physician—that among all
THE NEWi LARGE AND COMMODIOUS STEAMER
21tf
No. 1 Spofford Block.
the various pile remedies, tu ne afforded such speedy relief
as
the Gargling Oil. Raymond & Patten are the agents.
DEALERS IN
THE
C a u t i o n to P u r c h a s e r s o f G a r g l i n g O il.
CORDAGE, O IL, PA IN T , TA R , PIT C H
The only genuine has “ G. W. Merchant, Lockport, N.
C h arter Oak F ire an d M arine Co.
R. SPEAR keeps constantly on hand a
Y.” blown in each hottie, and also has his signature ovei
OAKUM & c.
• large assortment of nil kinds of School Books which
H A R T F O R D , C O N N .
the coik.
Will be sold at wholesale or retail.
2Otf
The genuine is for sale by C. I’. FESSENDEN, Rock
C A P IT A L , * 3 0 0 ,0 0 0
also by Druggists uud dealers generally.
J oseph II. S prague , Sec’y
R alph G il l e t t , Pres’t land,
PROVISIONS AND GROCERIES,
July 29, 1857.
4m3i
C A P T . C H A ’S S A N F O R D ,
Will leave B A N G O R fo r B O S T O N every M o n  8 2 S O U T H S T ., Sc 3 3 C O E N T I E S S L I P ,
d a y n u d T h u r s d a y at 11 o’clock, A. M., arriving at
D
R
.
S
M
I
T
H
'S
NEW YORK.
Rockland at about 5 o’clock, P. M.
Manila Rope, Tar’d Rope, Anchors and Chains, Burning,
C onw ay F ire In su ran ce Com pany.
R eturning : —Leaves Foster’s South W harf B O S 
T O N fo r B A N G O R and intermediate landings on Fings, While Lead, Painl Oil, Lamp Oil, Patent WindC O N W A Y . M A SS.
the river, every T u e s d a y n n d F r i d n y at 5 o’clock, P. lasses, dee.
Prepared and put up by the
S
T
O
R
A
G
E
.
C A P I T A L A X D A S S E T S , »2OO,OOO.
M., arriving at ROCKLAND every W e d n e s d a y a n d
JACOB BOSEVELT.
MARCUS BOSEVELT.
N e w Y o r k C o lle g e o f H e a lth .
S a t u r d a y morning nt about 5 o’clock.
D C. R ogers, Sec’y.
J. S. W hitney , Pres’t
April
23,
1857*<
J. W. BROW N,
F A R E ,— F r o m R o c k in u<l to B o s t o n , $ 1 , 5 0
THE MOST CELEBRATED MEDICINE IN
River Fares as usual. Freight taken at usual rates.
To th e L adies o f Rockland.
THE W ORLD !
NO. 4 B E R R Y ’S B LO C K ,
M. W. FAR WELL, Agent.
WHICH FOR ELEGANCE OF STYLE, NEATNESS
P. S. Agent’s Office at his residence, No. 5 Elm Street.
Recommended by the principal Physicians iD
M RS. J . R. A L B E E ,
Has a splendid lot of
Rockland, April 2, 1857.
___________ I4tf
OF FINISH AND DURABILITY CA’NT

BOOKS,

S T d IT IO J Y E B Y .

S A M U E L C . &. W M . F E S S E N D E N .

BANGOR, PO R T L A N D , BO STO N, L A W 
RENCE AND LOW ELL.

We are ready to attend to such professional business as
may be entrusted to our caie.
SAMUEL C. FESSENDEN,
WILLIAM FESSENDEN
Rockland. July 30, 1857.
321y

E. H . C 0 C H E A H ’

H. B. EATON, M. D.

K

M

H

E. H. COCUB AN,

G. D. SM ITH

A

HATS & CAPS

E

S um m er A r r a n g e m e n t!!
K 7A R E R E D U C E D .

6 “

JU S T R E C E IV E D

*

S H IP

FALLSTYLES

E m b r o id e r ie s

T E I M M I N

G S .’

33 o

SLEEVES, and
BANDS,
Arfti a large variety of T R I M M I N G S .
C mII and see them.
Rockland, Sept. 23, 185L

P IO N E E R

23 © a, t ;

THE FAVORITE STEAMER

R O C K L A N D M A IN E .
'PW O Rooms over my Store suitable for a small

O IN T M E N T .

R O C K L A N D ,

A- family or shop.

C A PT. E D W A R D COBB,
Will leave ROCKLAND for MACH I ASPORT every
Saturday morning on arrival of steamer M. Sanford from
Boston, and Daniel Webster from Portland, touching at
N. Haven, Deer Isle, Mt. Desert, Millhridge and Jonesport.
R eturning ,—will leave MACIIIASPORT lor ROCK
LAND every Monday morning at half-past four, touching
as above, arriving at ROCKLAND in time to connect with
steamer M. Sanfoid, lor Boston.

Rockland, Sept. 18, 1857.

C O A L ,

Painting and Drawing Books
US IB a

IL 3

A

part of the world without injury under the common
stamp. They can he obtained nt
B L O D G E T T ’S S A L O O N ,
nearthe WILLOW TREE, NORTH END.
ALSO,—G o ld L o c k e t s can be bought of him lower
than at any other place in the State.
Rockland, Sep. 8, 1857.
37tf

M. C. A N D R EW S,
XO . 3 K IM B A L L B L O C K .

AN D

V A R N IS H E S ,

by the yard for O il P a i n t i n g . .

All kinds of

B R U S H E S F O R O IL , O R IE N T A L ,
GRECIAN AND MEZ7.OT1NTO PAINTINGS,

{ ^ © a iL g i

and all other coiors generally used.

D r a w in g
AND

B o o li-S ,

PAPER,

April, 1857

IN D E P E N D E N T

C R A Y O N AND

MONOCHROMATIC BOARDS.

NO.’S 4 & 5 T H O R N D IK E

— A L S O ,—

I

EX PRESS.

EX PRESS.

EAVES Rockland for Boston, every Monday

BO ARD

E X

P R. S

c o s t IY A .W FLOUK,

N O . 3 K IM B A L L B L O C K .

I

1H IS Store is now being filled up with a

G O O D S :

such as

TO

BOOKS AND ST A TIO N ER Y ,

S S ,

P a p e r H a n g in g s

and

B o rd ers.

A laige and beautiful Slock of Cameo Pins and Ear Drops
to match
G o ld N e c k la c e s a n d G o ld C h a in * ,
With an extensive assortment of other

HAVING purchased of Geo. L. Smith his ex
tensive stuck of

O O L, B

R O O D

A gteat variety of

F a n c y

that they have opened at the

(formerly with B W . LOTHROP,)

S .

G O R IIA M , M A IN E .
'D . n iel il. C lement , Pres’l.
and having since the purchase received and are still receiv .1. P ierce , Sec’y
ing from Boston and elsewhere large additions to the stock,
feel that we are now prepared to offer to the patrons of
this well known stand and the public generally, as good
an assortment in our line as can he found ir. the County }
R O C K IN G H A M M U T U A L CO.
and by close application and promptness in our business
E X E T E R , N . II .
hope to receive our share of the public patronage.
Rocklam', Out. 21,1656.
43tf
W m. P. Moulton , Sec’y.
M. Sanborn , Pres’l

n

MISCELLANEOUS BOOKS,

AND

suited to all a«res Every variety of
SC H O O L B O O K S nnd
N A U T IC A L A L M A N A C S.
Constantly on hand a good supply of

g o o d s

S 22 © IS

F A N C Y A R T IC L E S ,

of every description

Prices fair and terms Cash.

B E A D Y

G R E A T B A R G A IN S

-I seining to the Carpenters and Joiners of Rockland

and vicinity an improvement in

PL A N T E S
just introduced to the public, and manufactured by the

M ULTIFO RM MOULDING PL A N E Co.,
J O IN T E R S

Doors, Sash

ROCKLAND, M E.

J u s t R e c e iv e d

W ILL IA M A. B A R K EB ,
B

o

o

Is.

CUSTOM M A D E

O fx is tix x g r s ,
and other kinds of work in their line that may be wanted
in this vicinity at rates that cannot fail to satisfy any one.
PHILO THURSTON A CO.
J oseph I ngraham, J r .,
J onathan S pear .
P htlo T hurston .
Rockland, Jane 17, 1857.
25tf

Sargent’s Readers.

L o a t H

D e p u t y

SPEAR’S,

I

LININGS AND FINDINGS OF ALL KINDS,
T R U C K S , V A L IS E S , C A R P E T BAG S
for sale wholesale or retail at the lowest CASH PRICE.
Those in want of any of the above articles will please
call.
N. B. Cash and the highest price paid for Hides and
Calfskins.
Rockland, Feb. 16, 1857.
8tf

Piano Fortes lo r Sale.
f|N E new Piano of fine tone, nnd one second
'-■* han
hand Piano in good order wiil be cold low for Caafa.

S U e r ifr

ROCKLAND, MAINE.

Jaduary, 7, 1867.

...
an

GEORGE W- F R E N C H ,
AVING enlarged his WAREHOUSE, has

H

now one of the most spacious Warehouses in the
State*
Encouraged by past sales, has purchased

Contnnui anil Aice l-'iu*n it lire,

Lum ber.

CELEBRATED

Great Remedy for Pulmonary Consumption.
Also an effectual cure for Scrof
ula, Dyspepsia, Obstinate Cuta
neous Eruptions, Chronic Rheu
matism. Billious Disorders, Gen
eral Debility, and all diseases
depending upon an impure slate
of the blood.
This W onderful R emedy has done
more to alleviate human suffering than
all other means put together. It has ‘
the greatest sale of any medicine in the wor’d for P ulmon
ary Complaints ; from Maine to the most retired dwell
ings of Oregon, or wherever consumption is known it finds
its way carrying health and joy,into thousands of families.
The most eminent physicians have been forced to ac
knowledge that it.does cure consumption, and they now
use it iu their prnctice as a standard and sure remedy.
There is no remedy equal to it in building up a system,
that, under the influence of various diseases, hardships, or
exposures, lias run down and lost its natural tone and vig
or. Its great secret is in ifs power to reach tlie blood,
sorres: the vitiated fluids, ami arrest the deposit of tuber
cle in the lungs ; and it is as safe us it is certain in its
action.
Some poor sufferer, full of anxiety ami doubt in regard
to what we say, may ask, Can your meJicine restore a
portron of lung that disease has entirely destroyed, leav
ing a cavity ? We answer, certainly not, neither is this
necessary iu order to effect a perfect a perfect a perfect
cure* If tlie treatment he commenced in season, but lit
tle or no portion of the lung is lost. It is necessary only
to arrest the disease, and when this is done, the concrete
substance deposited in the tissue of the lung, technically
known as tubercle, becomes absorbed, leaving, perhaps, a
little calcaiecus substance which is quite harmless, and
the patient finds himself iu possession of whole lungs and
sound health. But suppose the disease is not arrested at
til’s early stage. The softened tubercle produces irrita
tion ; the irritation brings on inhumation of (hat part ot
the lung; the infiainatiou leads to ulceration, and the de
struction of a portion of the tissue is the result ; a cavity
is formed which enlarges and does its work of death, un
less the depoait of tubercle is arrested. Now, does youi
remedy effect a cure ? Most assuredly it iljes. As soon
as the disease is arrested, the hurtful matter is absorbed
or expectorated, and nature either furnishes the cavity
with a lining membrane, or what is more common, where
it is of large size, its walls fall together and heal up, leav
ing a scar ; and the remaining portion of tlie respiratory
apparatus, true to a law running through the whole physi
cal economy, becomes somewhat enlarged, takes on in
creased action, and suitably compensates for that which
has been lost.
The medicine is in a powdered state, but readily prepar
ed for usinp in a liquid form, according to the directions
which accompany it It is perfectly safe ; has not been
known to disagree with n single patient. From the very
nature of the case, its tendency must he to restore the vi
tal powers to their healthy normal condition.
P rices .—One box, $3.60 ; three boxes, ordered atone
time, S8 00 ; half dozen, $14 00 ; one dozen, or any num
ber greatei, at the rate of $2.00 a box.
The postage in the United Stales, not over 3,000 miles,
is fifteen cents a box j over 3,000 miles, fifty cents a box.
In all cases the amount should be inctosed in money or
stamps.
Dispatches are promptly made bv mail and express.—
Less than half dozon boxes are usually sent by mail. Half
dozen boxes or mors are usually sent by express, if there
he a direct express line ; il not, they are sent by mail, in a
number of packages.
We are responsible far all moneys inclosed in letters di
rected as we request.
JOSIAH S. GRINDLE.
(brother and late partner of Lr. VVealev Griudle,) Sole Proprietor, to whom
a!l letters must be addressed.
Also, Sole Proprietor of G rindle ’s
Ancient and C elebrated J apan
ese Lif e P il ls .

Principal Depot,
No. 54 White-Streel,
Near Broadway,
N E W YO R K .
colvlySO
W ill y o u r P illa euro I T ea; and they have
my headache P
I cored thousands.

Apply to

|

JOHN COLLINS,
Corner of Grove and Union S u,
o r i e a R e pp
P
- iia. -nn-o -F April
>■n-aii r e d a n d T u n e d .
BaokUpd,
16, 1867,

H EADACH E.
HUTCHINS’ HEADACHE
For

PILLS,

BILIOUS, NERVOUS. AND SICK HEADACHE
AND NEURALGIA.
"*

The only reliable and positive cure.
P R IC E , 25 C E N T S .
F o r sale by D ruggists generally.

JI. S. BURR & CO., General Agents
for New England nnd the British Provin
ces, No. 1, CornhiII, Boston.
C. P. FESSENDEN, Agent for Rockland and vicinityJuly 1,1857.
6m27

COBB

C L .1 P B O A R D S ,
S H IN G L E S ,

Best Extra Sawed1Cedar, Bangor Extra No, 1, Ac,

P IC K E T S ,
Pine and Spruce.

L A T H S ,

c r S t o r e .

SO LE AND U P P E R L E A T H E R ,

R O B ER T A N D E R S O N ,

R, SPEAR will sell Sargeant’s Readers at

’ < for sale at

W ashington ,

O

Lyonese, Egyptian, Galway, Spanish, Sienna Black, and
others of the most rare nnd desirable kinds. In style and
finish they stand uneqiinled ; are very highly polished, re
OF EVERY VARIETY,
tain their beauty much longer than common marble and
34 Kilby Street B O S T O N , aje not Injured by coal gas, smoke or acids.
At the lute exhibition of tlie “ Mass. Charitable Mechan
ics’
Association ” the New York “ American Institute,”
G R E E N L E A F & B R O W N , A g en ts.
the “ Universal Eqposition in Paris, they were award
A full nsKorlmeiil of ail kinds of weighing apparatus and
ed the highesi premium for marble
ami store furniture for sale at low rates. Railroad, Jlay,
GEO. W. FRENCH, Agent . Thomaston, Me.
and Coal Seales sel in any pari of ihe country.
G. W . K IM B A L L .
May 7, 1857.
191y
21
A g e n t fo r R o c k l a n d .

• Boston prices by wholesale.

J . W ATTS,
Cor. Main sad Plsasaat Sts.

PA TEN TS,

A

PIER SLABS, PEDESTALS, &c.,
UWOULD announce to citizens of Rockland
’ and vicinity that he has opened a S T O R E in the
'T'HESE are new and beautiful articles, in imi- J.• PFISH building near the brook, where may be found
A till ion of the richest marble such as Lisbon, Italian, all kinds
of

TUST Received and for 6ale, Hoes, Shovels,
tl Spades and Manure Forks, by
AX7RAPPING Paper, all sizes and qualities
Wtf

OF

of U. S P atent O f f ic e ,
UNDER THE ACT OF 1836 )

L. C. B U R K ET T ,

1 C A L E S ,

E

S O L IC IT O R
(Late Agent

Physician and Surgeon,

MANUFACTURERS OF

F A IR B A N K S ’

J- having been dissolved, the undersigned would re
spectfully inform their friends that they are readv at the
shops recently occupied bv INGRAHAM 4: THURSTON
to receive orders for all kinds of

R . EE. E D D Y ,

FFICE No. 4 Kimball Block, ovcrtlicslore of J. Wake
field Dwelling House on Spring Street, opposite Dirigo
Engine House. ALL ORDERS BY DAY OR NIGHT,
wiil be promptly attended lo43 ly
Nov. 10 1854.

P e n rh y n M arb le Co.,

of all descriptions, which will beaolri a t a s m a l l a d v a u c c fr o m C o s t.
T. A. W ENTW ORTH,
T hos. A. A lexander , Sec’y
Tiros. K. Brace , Pres’t.
No. 2 Spofford Block.
A. B. HOUGH, Asent.
Rockland, August 6, 1857.
32tf
Insurance may be effected in the above C ompany by ap
plying to
C. I). SMALLEY,
at D. STABLER’^ Clothing Store.
Rockland, Jan. 15, 1857.
CELEBRATED*

AMERICAN & FOREIGN PATENTS.

THOM AS FR Y E ,

25tf

C A S H C A P I T A L , $ 5 0 0 ,0 0 0 .

M USE!

49tf

CHICK ERING ’S
FO RTES,

S p o ffo r d B lo c k . M a in S i. R o c k l a u d (
(Over E. R. SPEAR’S Bookstore)
P L A IN A N D O R N A M E N T A L B IN D IN G
of every description executed with neatness and despatch.
Blank Books Ruled to Pattern and made to order.
N. B. Particular attention paid to binding Musie, Mng-

C O .B P ^ A W

Notice.

r

d . o

B L A N K BO O K M ANU FACTU RER,

A R T F O R D ,
C O N N .
In co rp o ra ted , 1 8 1 9 .

•THE firm or INGRAHAM & THURSTON

n

— AND —

v J O A A X .V

H

ZB i

L. W . H O W E S,

Rockland, December 3, 1856.

C om m ission itlcrciinnts,

R o ck lan d Book Bindery-

A N EW STOCK
PLOUGH,;

F U R N IT U R E

Commission Metelianls, and Ship
BIO K ERS.

At the above place may he found the
l a r g e s t ami b e s t a s s o r t m e n t
ever offered to the citizens of Rockland
and which will be sold at the l o w e s t f i g u r e for C a s h
or approved credit.
Rockland March 18, 1857.
12tf

HOLLOW S AXD ROUNDS

L V S lT l.l.V C E

a n d B linds,
MAIN STREET,

are mnile wiilmul CHIPS, Lousfqueiilly do not obstruct
Ihe S h n r in s a . The top of the STOCKS are made o
I R O N making them THINER and still HEAVIER.

are all so arranged llial oue handle answers lor them nil, j
being much smaller take very much less loom in Ihe
Chest.
J . C. LIBBY At SON.
Rockland, June 25, 1857
26tf

Dr. WESLEY GRIDDLE S

M ERCHANT,

(opposite Congregational Church.)

: and learn how cheap we sell them.
| The Stock will he freely shown and no or.e urged to buy
unless they feel it .o be lor their own interest to do so.
J. M. GOULD.
• Rockland, Aug. 4, 1857.
32tf

A ND JA C K S

MOULDING, BEAD, MATCH,

6m24

M A L L E T B U IL D IN G ,

are particularly invited to call and see
T H E S E
T H IN G S ,

rTHE Subscribers take great pleasure in pre-

SANFORD if CO.. Proprietors,
w. . ,
. _
345 Broadway New York.
W holesale agents in Boston, Burr, Fostei A Co. No 1
CornhiII Retail Agent J. Russell Spalding, 27 Tremont
tot-.opposite Museum.
H. II. HAY. Wholesale Agent for Portland.
C. P. FESSENDEN, Druggist, Wholesale and Retail
Agent for Rockland.
3m39

G E O . L. H A T C H ,

DEALERS IN

Fashionai le Seasonable D ry Goods at

BOUSE AND SHIP JOINERS-

action of the Liver for t h e ^
r
proper performance of i t a l ^ .
Night Mare, take a
functions. When thestom J°se before retiring, and it
111 is a l fault, the boivtlsfcr la w" r™ ted asureprevene at fault, and the w hole^^ fanve.
/stern suffers in couseFor Female Obstructions
quence of crtie organ—theH4 it is a safe and sure reme1 'ver—having ceased to do
dy, as it removes the cause
duty. For the diseases
of the disease.
{
that organ, one of theft^ Costiveness cannot exist
proprietors has made it hii/- "! where the Invigorator is
study, in a practice of more
freely taken, while Cholic
than twenty years, to findLu yielc readily lo a few doses.
some remedy w herewith to^
____
counteract the many de-L
»,
u i
...
raagementalo which i,
all'mX areli^ni'ea.e^
t
or caused by a deranged
l o prove that ibis reme-HH Liver, and to cure them
y is at last found, any perneeds a L iver medicine
m troubled with Liver. 1 nnd one of great power._
Complaint in any of i t s ^ l The Invigorator is such a
forms, has but to try a botmedicine ; it has medicinal
tie, and conviction is cerpowers, never helore disla,n*
CO covered, that will cure all
A compound has been
diseases of the Liver, no
formed by dissolving g u m s , m a t t e r of how long standanil extracting that part
ing oe what may he their
which is soluble for th e a c - Q form. The active meditive virtues of the medi-“ r'
cinal virtues extracted from
cine. These
g
• 7}eSums
remove . the gums used is such as to
all morbid or had matterQC he astonishing to all who
from the system, s u p p ly -^ 1 see their effects, for none
mg in their place a h e a l th y ^ can use the medicine withhow of bile, in v ig o ratin g ^ °ur receiving benefit. It
the stomach causing food
acts as a gentle Cathartic,
to digest well, purify inq^., and should always be taken
the blood, giving tone andPM in sufficient quantities to
health to the whole m a-__ operate on the hewelsgentchmery
removing th e g r ly. The best way to take
causes of the disease, an d r-l it
to take the medicine
eueciing a radical cure
in the mouth, then take
without any of the disa-^d some wuter and swallow
greeable after effects, f e l t ^ ' both together. In this way
by using Calomel or Minthe mediciue will scarcely
eral Poison, that are usual-CQ he tasted.
ly resorted to.

SHIPPING AND COMMISSION

HEMENWAY & JUNES,

A tte n tio n

J ^ S U R .tA 'C E

«' ™.or

B o ta n ic tillediciiies.

C A S H .

Rockland, June 10, 1857,

L IS T

effected in R e l i a b l e C o in p a n ic * .

B E B B V ti T R IB E .
One thorough application, not only to the Bedstead, but
to the cracks and crevices about the ceiling, if the house ir
old, and the Bugs are done for, used up with a perfect BE
SOM OF DESTRUCTION !
One thorough application, and you shall sleep in peace.
C. W . ATW ELL, Deering Block, Market Square,
Portland, General Agent for Maine.
CT. 1’. FE38ENDEI? and N. WIGGIN, Agents for Rocklar.d, and sold by Druggist aud Dealers in Medicinei
genAally.
21tf

'y ' S :

are fully developed/ The
S 'j:,'" n d tr oo-u/e “ e 'J l T h ^

THORNDIKE HOTEL,-

© IS IS 8

Where may he found the latest and best styles of
Ladies’, Misses’, and Children’s Shoes and Gaiter Boots.
ALSO -A good assortment of Gents’ Fine Calf anil
Thick Boots ; Boys’ and Youths’ Bools and Shoes of all
desciiptions, of i l i c i r o w n m a n u f a c t u r e , which
they will sell CHEAP for the

F A S H IO N A B L E D R Y GOODS

44H

S

every lime you make the bed, or sweep the room, r
always the case after using Corrosive Sublimate dissolved
in alcchol.
I t r e m a i n s a lo n g t i m e w h e r e v e r a p p l i e d ,
and is SURE DEATH to the whole

7 6 S T A T E S T ., o p p o s it e K ilb y *t«, B o s t o n ,
T H E B EST STOCK OF
FTER all extensive practice of upwards ol twenty
years, continues to secure Patents in the United
S tates5 nlso in Great Britain. France, and other foreignever offered in this vicinity. With past advantages, am
countries. Caveats,Specifications, Assignments, and all prepareil to sell lower than ever before. Those wishing
Papers or Drawings for Patent, executed on liberal terms, Furniture will find this the very best place to purchase.
and with despatch. Researches made into American or
'P E T E R TUACHEll & B R 0T H W U Foreign works, to determine the validity or utility of Pa
tent.'. or Inventions,—and legal or other advice rendered iu
FR O M 2 3 TO 1 5 0 D O L L A R S.
'
all matters touching Ihe same. Copies of the claims of
A tto rn ey s and C ounsellors a t Law, any
Patent furnished by remitting One Dollar. Assign
Also a good assortment of
ments
recorded at Washington.
O F F I C E , XO. 2 K IM B A L L , B L O C K ,
This Agency is not only the largest in New England, but Tubs, Pails, Clothes and Sawhorses, Brooms,
MAIN STREET.................................... ROCKLAND, ME. through il inventors have advantages for secur ng patents,
P eter T hacher ,
r . p e . T haciier .
or ascertaining the patentability of inventions, unsurpass
Door Mats, fyc., fyc.
Rockland, Feb. 21, 1856.
48tf
ed by, if not immeasurably superior to, any which (an be
offered tin m elsewhere. The testimonials below given W a r e R o o m * , M a in S t., O p p o s ite P o s t O ffice.
Thomaston, May 21, 1857.
21if
prove that none is MORE SUCCESSFUL AT THE PA
TENT OFFICE than the suhsciher; nnd as SUCCESS IS
TIIE BEST PROOF OF A VANTAGES AND ABILITY,
R O C K L A N D M A IN E .
he would add that he has abundant reason to believe, and
— BY —
can prove, (hat at no other office of the kind are the 'T'lIE subscriber lias taken tbe huilding next
charges for professional services so moderate. Tiie im- 1 III,nve the POST OFFICE on LIME IIOCK S I.,
S. G . D E N N IS .
j mense pra< lice of the subscriber during twenty years past, lately occupied by the CITY MARSHAL, where he is
Rockland, Jan 15, 1856.
3tf
has enabled him to accumulate a vast collection of specifi opening a good supply of
cations ami official decisions telative to pate. ts. These,
B O T A N IC M E D IC IN E S
besides his extensive library of legal and mechanical
works, ami fuL accounts of patents granted in the United which he is pepnred to deal out to the afflicted.
States ami Em ope, render him able, beyond question, to
From his long experience iu the Manufactures of
offer superior facilities for obtaining patents.
All necessity of a journey to Washington, to procure a
B o tanic or T h o m so n ia n M edicines,
patent, and the usual great delay there, are here saved in and twelve years experience ns a practitioner, and from
ventors.
—
the many testimonials of his success ns such entitles him
22 S o u th S t r e e t , (D p S ta ir s ,
to a share of public, patronage.
Testimonials.
3 2 if___________________ N E W Y O I t 1C
Tne l)r. hold* himself in readiness to attend to the calls
“ During the time I occupied the office of Commissioner
IW m C reevy .|
[C has A. Farw ell .J of Patents, R. II. Eddy, Esq , of Boston, did business at of all those Who may he so unfortunate as to need the
the Patent Office, as Solicitor for procuring patents.— services of a Doctor.
C R EE V Y & F A R W E L L ,
J . D. CRABTRE,
There were few, if any, persqus acting in that capacity,
Botanic Physician.
who had so much business before the Patent Office , and
Rockland, May 5, 1857.
19tf
there were none who conducted it with more skill, fidelity
anil success. I regard Mr. Eddy us one of the best in
formed and most skilifui Patent Solicitors in tlie United
Slates, and have no hesitation in assuring inventors that
they cannot employ a person more competent and trust
AVING opened a Lumber Yard near the
Agents for “ The Eagle L ine” New York worthy, and more capable of putting their applications in
a lorin to secure for them an early and favorable consider
Packets,
N e w S te a m M i l l o n M a i n S t r e e t ,
ation at the Patent Office.
EDMUND BURKE.
39 N A T C H E Z S T R E E T ,
Late Cominissinnor of Patents.”
a few rods South of the RANKIN BLOCK, the subscriber
is now prepared to furnish those in want of lumber with
From the present Commissioner.
4 4 if
NEW ORLEANS.
“ A ugust 17, 1855.—During the time 1 h»”e held the all kinds usually kept in this city, on reasonable terms.
office of Commissioner ol Patents, R. II Eddy, Esq., of The stock on hand consists iu part of
N. BOYNTON & CO.
PINE BOARDS of all qualities.
Boston, has been extensively engaged in the transaction
PINE DIMENSION I 1-1, 1 1-2, 2, 3 and 4 inches thick.
of business with (he Office as a solicitor. He is thorough,
PINE DECK PLANK aud RANGING TIMBER.
ly acquainted with the law, and the rules of practice of
AND SELLING AGENTS FOR THE
PINE GUTTER PIECES of extra length.
the Office, I regard him as one o f the most capable and
SPRUCE BLANK 2, 3 and 4 inches thick
successful practitioners with whom 1 have had official in
R O B B IN S CORDAGE CO.,
FENCE BOARDS.
tercourse.
CDAS.
MASON,
P L Y M O U T H , M A SS.
Commissioner of Patents.”
T I M B E R A N D JO IS T .
Iy2
R U S S E L L M ILLS, and Mt. V E R N O N Boston, Jan. 8, 1857.
JU N IPER , PINE and SPRUCE lloor Boards.
SI-HEMLOCK TIMBER and JOIST.
D UC K C O M P A N Y ’S,
ASII
PLANK.
are prepared to furnish Coruage and Duck of the best
quality, at the lowest manufacturers’ prices.
N BOYNTON,
)
No. 134
Heart. Extra and Clear, Sap, Extra Clear ami No. 1
E BOYNTON, JR >
Commercial Block,
Spruce, Extra and No. 1.
A F I1ERVEY
)
BOSTON. I6iy

A t their old stand, corner Front and Rockland Streets, a

consisting of almost every srticle usually called for in this
line of trade. These goods have all been bought within
tlie last thirty days for C n»li and under the most favoraide circumstances, and will he offered for saie at lower
prices than the same quality of articles have ever been
sold for in this or an\ other market. There never has
been a time (or at least for several yeais) when

Charts, Scales, Navigators and American
C O A ST P IL O T .

Rockland, Oct 23, 1656

y

r t

i 1 - 3L3C ct I s . o 1* ,

K IM B A L L B L O K .
Rockland, Me.
Strict attention given to B o u u l y L a n d C l a i m s .
THE above named has just removed from Belfast, where
he has been in a very active practice about eight years;
about one half of which periodhe wus of the then firm ol
Abbott
Ilowes.
On account of his extensive1 acquaintance in Waldo
County lie w. 11continue to do business iu the Courts there
as well as in Lincoln.
Rockland, March 22, 1855

N T o r t l i E elc L,

•• here may be lound a NEW and complete assortment o

A r tic le s .

FARMERS’ & MECHANICS’ MUTUAL CO.

C0 UN S E LL OR AT LA W ,

____# #____

RESPECTFULLY ANNOUNCE

M. S anborn , President.

Stoves a n d B a r d - W a r e ,

Orders in the above line will he promptly attended to.
Rockland, Nov. 14. 1855.
6ui44

NORTH!

.J O H N XI. G O U L D ,

T E R S U SE IT ,

J . C . L IB B Y & S O N ,

.

1 GO O U S S T O R E . furmrrl) kepi by Messrs. WILSON A CASE has been taken by

STEAMBOAT CAPTAINS AND SHIPMAS

P. S.— E. II. COCHRAN is devoting his
TAUCK, Trimmings,Bolt Ropeand Twine conwhole time to the Insurance business, and
-I* constantly on hand or furnished at short notice.
—A LS0 —
pledges himself to give the most careful at
Bunting of all kinds, Colors and Flags of every descrip
tion. Tents, Awnings, &c., made to order in good style. tention to all business in the above line.

BILLS & TRUE,

O^HE central!}' located and popular DRY

NEW AND SPLENDID

T IT E

I. G J ordan. President.

We shall endeavor by constant attendance and a dispo
sition to please to merit a share of public patronage
Rockland, October 1, 1856
40tf
Mm. P. Moulton , See’y.

ROGKI.AND, ME,

AN A P P E A L

large and choice assortment of

Wish their Customers to “ Sleep in peace.

II. Y. H ayes, Sec’y.

M u t u a l C o m p a n y , To enjoy ‘ Balmy sleep, nature's sweet restorer.
L icavc* n o p o i* o n o u * d u * l to i n f e c t t lie a i r .
E X E T E R , N . II .

STEA M ER ROCKLAND,
(formerly Wakefield’s,)

BECAUSE THEY

SOMERSWORTH, N. II.

W. I. GOODS A N D G R O C ER IE S. A t l a n t i c

S P E A R ’S W H A R F ,

at Rockland.
All business intrusted to their care will be promptly at
tended to
YV. J. BOND, Agent,
Corner Main and Elm Street.
Rockland, April 2, 1856.
14tf

DRY GOODS STORE.

G reat F a lls m u tu al Company.

and a good assortment of

Q

ANI) CONNECT WITH

M . C. A NIDI
D REW S,

because it

C lears th e ir Houses o f Bed Bugs.
L A N D L O R D S U SE IT ,

BLOCK,

where they will keep constantly on hand a full supply of

E. R obinson , Pres’t

SHOT,

H O U SE K E E P E R S U SE IT

TH O M A STO N , M E.
\Vjt. K. Ke it h , Sec’y

A. P A R K E R ,

J ami Thursday at 5 o’clock, P. M., per Steam er
! M . S a u fo r d .
M o n e y , P a c k a g e a , O r d e r s &c.»
of all qualities. All kinds of
*taken and delivered and B il l * and N o t e * collected with
.
promptness
dispatch
W A T E R C O L O R S I N B O X E S . ' O ffice*—and
Spofford Block, up Stairs, Rockland. No. 11
H E N D E R S O N , J E F F E R S & CO’S.
ALSO,—On band and will order any of
1Slate Street, Boston.
E. II. COCHRAN, Agent.
V I N T O N & N E W T O N ’S N e w P u b l i c n l io n a
, Rockland, May 11, 1856.
2Utf
W I L L leave BOSTON for ROCKLAND, ELLSWORTH
in ibe a n of Paining nud Drawing.
VV and MACHIAS h>
Rorkbunl, July 22, 1857
30lf
STEAM ER M . SA NFO RD,
d N r iz r w

B R IST O L

D U TC H ER ’ S J )E A D
T h om aston M utual In su ran ce Co.

TJTOIILD respectfully announce to the citizens of RockVr land and vicinity that they have just opened a store

B I

B I L Y A W T ’S

F R E N C H C R A Y O N S, IN R O X ES,

8Q 1L W S

F. K. COBB, Jg en f.

VJ supply of Fire Bricks of superior quality, comprising,
beside the ordinary shape, Cupola, Wedge, Key, Bull
head, Arch. Soap, Split Arch. Ac. Also, No. 2 and No. 3
Fire Bricks, for domestic use oi for shipping.
Fot sale by the curgo or in any quantity at low prices.
TpOKM ED by the combination of the Ex- ALSO—
-L press Companies of
F I R E C L A Y , A X D K A O L IN .
UODGMAN CARR & CO.,
No charge for carting or wharfage on any merchandise
CARPENTER & CO.,
bought of us and taken from our wharf by vessel.
W . E . C O F F I N Ac C O .,
WINSLOW & CO.,
10w37tf
1 0 5 S tate Street , Boston.
Will continue the Express business between
ohou
a n d th e S ta te o f M a in e .
'I’lie Express will leave Rockland for Boston by Steamer
MENEMON SANFORD everv Monday and Thursday at
5 o’clock, P. M.
Return Wednesday and Saturday mornings.
For Portland and Boston by Steamer DANIEL W EB
STER every Monday, Wednesday and Friday at 10
o’clock, A. M.
Office in Boston, 3 5 C o u r t S q u a r e .
E. l . LOVEJOY, A sen t.
Rockland, May 1, 1857.
19tf
B A N G O R , R O C K L A N D A X D BOSTO N.

of all Colors.

O IL S

R. A. PA LM ER & Co.?

/CONSTANTLY on hand and receiving a full

P a in ts

,

82,50
2,25
2,00.
1,50.
1,00.
They will make liberal C a s k A d v a n c e s o n C o n 
,50. s i g n m e n t s to their nddress. They also will attend
81,25. particularly to orders for the purchase of
1,25.
F L O U R . F E E D . C o R N , & c.
1,25.
R eferen ces —The Merchants of Richmond generally.
1,00.
February 18, 1657.
-8tf
,50.

First Quality No. 1 Fire Bricks. Th3 E a s te rn E x p ress Co.,

JJA S constantly on hand,

T u to o

BRIDGF0RD, & CO.,
TVEZE R C I i
t s

F A R E :
From Rockland to Machiasport,
“
Jonesport,
“
Millhridge,
“
Mt. Desert,
“
Deer Isle,
“
North Haven,
Fiom Rockland to Ellsworth,
“
Sedgwick,
“
Deer Isle,
“
Castine,
“
Belfast,
Way Fares as usual.

P a te n t L e a th e r P ic tu re s.
»

OR L IV E R R E M E D Y !
IHIS IS ONE OF THE
To all who will follow
greatest scientific med- • these directions a cure is
icnl’ discoveries ever made,
positively guaranteed.—
and is daily woikiug cure-sCC Sick Headache can be cured
almost too great to b elieve.^ 1 by the use of two tea„„..ost
It cures as if by magic
spoonsful taken as soon as
even the first dose giving^^ the attack is felt,
benefit, and seldom more
The Invigorator never
than one bottle b» required?^ fails to cure sour stomach
to cure any kind of L iyerC^ or the bad effects experiComplaint. from the worst
enced after eating.
Jaundice or DyRpepsiR l o ^
Buliou.
. ,d
a common headache, all o f ^ lead Hy lo 011e
which are the renull of a
j^ rrh e -a difficult
Dweaaed Liver.
ac it i, lo cure, i» never
troublesome io those who
---u *ie the Invigorator.

BLOCKS & PU M PS,

Will also leave ROCKLAND every Wednesday morn
ing on arrival of M. Sanford, for ELLSWORTH, touching
at Belfast, Castine, Deer Isle ami Sedgwick.
R eturning .—Leaves ELLSWORTH every Thursday
morning for ROCKLAND, touching as above, arriving in
time to connect with the M. Sanford for Boston.

TH O SE on Patent Leather may be sent to any
®

IN V IG O R A T O R

M o r cH a n ts,

T o Let.

COAL,
COAL.
and British Provinces, for the cure of—Burns, Scalds and
Cuts, Bruises, Sore Lips and E je Lids, Chapped hands
and arms. Sore Nipples, Diseases of the Skin, liiflamnliou,
HITE ASII, suitable fur burning in
Piles, Suit Rheum. Chilblains, Biles of Mosquitoes, Spi
ders, Fleas, Bedbugs, and Insects of all kinds, Sores on
FU RNACES AND G RA TES,
Children. Wound** from Iron, Pain in the Side and Pack.
Chafes, Burns, Boils, «kc , and is good iu all cases where will be sold cheap for C a * h by
an outward application is required.
For further paiticulars see hills accompanying each box.
Rockland, Sept. 7, 1857.
P R IC E , 25 C E N T S.
JOSEPH HUDSON, Sole Propietor, Maltanoiselt,
Mass , and for sale by Dealers iu Drugs and Medicines
generally.
AEIBROTYPES, EELAIWOTYPES,
Sold iii Rockland by C. P. FESSENDEN and N. WIGG .N, Agents for this city and vicinity.
J. P. HALL, only travelling agent.
AND
September 16, 1857.
6ni38

A

Th?re are living witnesses in almost every town, village
and Hamlet thioughout the Country, who uesitulingl)
say, DR. SMITH’S SUGAR COATED PILLS have saved
my life.
B r i d g e p o r t F i r e a n d M a r i n e C o i M o s t o f t h e H o s p i t a l s in Y e w Y o r k h a v e
H A R R I M A N & C o .,
given
these Pills a preference over more than twenty kinds
B R ID O E P O R T , C O N N .
S H IP P IN G A N D COM M ISSION
that have been tested, and many eminent Physicians
C A P IT A L , 3 0 0 ,0 0 0 .
the
United
States use them in their prartice.
J. II. W asiwiibn , Sec’y.
II. W . C h a tfield , Pres’t.
DR. J. M. STURTEVANT, of Lowville, N . Y., a prac
25 COENTIES SLIP,
tical Physician, siys : “ I consider the Sugar Coaled Im
J. H arriman .
)
uproved Indian Vegetable Pills, as an excellent Medicine
G eo . C. H arriman . y
NEW YORK.
II. «fe CO. solicit consignments of L int1:5&c. Also buy Holyoke M utual F ire In su ran ce Co, and use them in my practice.”
and ship Provisions, Corn and Flour.
DR. McVICAR, of Boonville, Oneida Co., N. Y .,says:
S A L E M , M A S S.
July 1. 1857.
1)27*___
C A P I r.Y L A N D A S S E T T S , $ 3 5 0 , 0 0 0 .
‘ Say to your Agents, I consider them an excellent Fill,
J . T. B urnham, Sec’y.
Augustus S tory , Pres’t. and use them in my practice.”
F R A N C IS H A R R IN G T O N
If the Blood becomes impure, it is traced to Stoppage
MANUFACTURER OF
of the natural drains of the system, viz: of the bowels—*
the lungs, kidneys and skin. The blood and intestines
A T S T E A M M IL L , U P S T A IR S ,
TR A D ER S’ AND M ECHANICS’ CO.
must relieve themselves of all their worn out particles
ROCKLAND, ME,
L O W E L L , M A S S .
nnd poisonous humors, which must go through the chan
February, 18. 1857.__________________________ Blf__
C a p ita l,
5 0 ,0 0 0 .
nels that nature has desiuedI), u . Uridqford
N. T insley F ate
FRANKLIN MATTHEWS.
D r . S m it h ’* S u g a r C o a t e d P i l l s
E. F. SiiKKUAX, Sec’y.
J . C onverse , Fres’t.
Possess this Quality to the Fullest Extent.
C . VV. ATVV’ E D L , P o r t l a n d , State Agent.
GENERAL COMMISSION AND FORWARDING
C. P. FESSENDEN and N. WIGGIN, Agents for Rock
G R E E N F IE L D INSURA N CE CO.
land and sold by Druggists and Dealers in Medicine gen
jA . n
erally.
31 tf
G R E E N F IE L D , M A SS.
ON T1IE CORNER 20 DOCK AND CAREY STS.,
E V E R Y B O D Y U SES
'V. T. Davis , Sec’y.
I ka A bercrombie , I’res’i.
R IC H M O N D , V A.

C o u n s e llo r a n d A tto r n e y a t L a w ,

AND

all out Cities, and by all who become
acquainted with their merits,
throughout the World.

H A M P D E N IN S U R A N C E CO.

Medical Col-

lege of Boston, and Member of the Femnle Medical
S P R IN G F IE L D , M A SS.
•
Association, Mass. After a successive practice of nine
years, still offers her services to the Ladies of Rocklam.
and tlie neighboring communities in the profession ol C a p i t a l a n d A s s e t s $ 2 2 0 , 0 0 0
J . C. P yncuon, Sec’y.
W m. B. Calhoun , Pres’t.
M ID W IF E R Y ,
and Physician iu female complaints.
R c a id e u c e — Corner of Union and Willow tots.
Rockland, Jan. 6,1857.
_____ Hy2____

ANU R O CK LA N D .

W ILL IA M B E A T T IE ,

'TUTS compound has stood the test and gained
A the favor of thousands, in the New England States

S T O B .E S ,

A GRADUATE of the Female

X .I I S ’E I.

E A S T E R N
R O U T E .
And they were b o u g h t w h o l ly fo r C A S H , conse
quently they C A N a n d w i l l b e S O L D at a very
lo w F ig u r e .
M A C IIIA S P O R T , E L L SW O R T H
Rockland, Sept. 1, 1857.
36tf

39tf

HUDSON’S
AMERICAN SALVE

BURN

S H IT *

M tU Y E M I W M A T O I U ) ,

1 8 5 7 ,

COLLARS,

BQ.

CH A N D LERS,

School Books.

E

DR. SANFORD’S

M e rc h a n t’s G a rg lin g Oil.

M. C . A N D R E W S,
NO 3 K IM B A L L B L O C K ,

AS juat received nnd offers for sale JACOB

H

CHICKGKING’S

P IA N O F O R T E S .

1 Seven Octaves, 4 Round Corners
1 Six Octaves, 2 Round Corners.
1 Siz and a half Octaves, 2 Round Coiners.
1 Six Octaves, 4 Round Corners.
Which will he sold at very low prices. W arranted to
give satisfaction or no sale.
Rockland, June 9, 1857.
25tf

H . O. B R E W E R & C O .,

Shipping and Commission Merchants.
M O B IL E , A L A .

H. o. Baewca,
A,J,la«sa>SLk

St, t, 17, US", In*

Pine and Spruce, Ac., Ac.
The subscriber would tender his thanks to his hitherto
numerous customers for their liberal patronage, nnd hopes
by strict attention to business and reasonable prices to
merit a share of the public patronage, A good assortment
will be kept constantly on hand.
Q u i c k S a le * a n d S m a l l P r o f it * ,
A. HOWES.
P S.—O ffice on Main Street near the Steam Mill.
O ’ Please to call before purchasing elsewhere.
Rocklaud, February 26, 1857.
9tf

M. C. A N D R E W S’
J J AS just recieved a lar^e lot of

M O U L D IN G S
f all width’s and qualities and will manufacture

Portrait Looking Glass M iniature and

W

o r lu s ,

ROCKLAND,

ME-

and the usunl varieties of Marble Work.
Specimens may be seen nt our SHOP and in all the
CEMETERIES in this vicinity.
N .B . AH work delivered and set up without additional
expense to the Purchaser.
COBB <fc 8W ETT.
Rockland, April 24,1856.
17lf

P a p e r H angings.
25tf

good Jewelry at very 1low
aBS flookatore.
SltX
I F you wish StoPKbuy
pilcea call at

STREET,

First Door North of F. Cobh & Co’s Store.

MONUMENTS, GRAVE STONES

GILT AND ROSEWOOD

P IC T U R E FR A M E S,
at the shortest notice.
Rockland, June 9 1857.

M a r to le
MAIN

TF you would like to see a very fine end lnrge

I awortment of Paper Ifaugiuga, at very low prices call
at
E B. SPEAR’S

SR*

N.. 1Sp.fl.cdBImIu

